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Mrs. Betty Lowry of Murray has been
named recipient of the Kentucky
Mental Health Volunteer Award by the
Kentucky Mental Health Association.
The honor came at the association's
77th annual dinner at the Breckinridge
Inn in Louisville Friday night.

MOO

Mrs. Lowry, the 1977 recipient of the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce's "Citizen of the Year"
award, has been active in civic,
political, social, technical and sports
affairs at the local, state and national
level for many years.
She has devoted a great deal of time
to mental health organizations and has
served as a director at almost every
level. She is a past chairman of both the
Calloway County Mental Health and
Mental Retardation Board and the
Western Kentucky Mental Health,
Mental Retardation Board.
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This honor is not an annual honor but
is given only when special recognition
is deserved, a spokesman said.
Mrs.'Lower the *fa -of Mt:* C. C.
Lowry,-is itie-first persou from West
Kentucky to receive this coveted
award.
The approximately 250 persons attending Friday night's dinner heard Dr.
Robert L. Dupont of Washington, D. C.
as the featured speaker. Dr. Dupont is
frequently seen on ABC's Good Morning, America.
Carl Fischer, president of the Kentucky Association of Mental Health,
made the presentation to Mrs. Lowry.
Kentucky television personality Phillis
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Knight and Dr. Frank Gaines also were
honored for their contributions to the
field of mental health.
Others atttending the dinner from
Murray included Mrs. James R.
Allbritten and Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Simmons, Jr. Simmons served as
president of the Kentucky association
from 1973-75 and has been a member of
its board of directors since 1964.

Terry Mc rayer, a candidate for the
Democratic ornination for governor,
will attend .an open receptionfin .his
tehalf at fhe Murray Woman's Club
headquarters Sunday, Dec. 10, from 2
p.m. to 4 p.m., a spokesman announced
today.
The 41-year-old McBrayer, a native
of Greenup County, was commissioner
of Kentucky Department of Commerce
from Janoary, 1977, until August of this
year. He resigned in August to devote
full time to his gubernatorial campaign.
McBrayer, a graduate of Morehead
State University and University of
Louisville School of Lew, practiced law
in Greenup County from 1963 to 1965. He
served as state representative from
Greenup County from 1966 to 1975 and
was House majority leader in 1970.
McBrayer says issues he will address
during his campaign include tax accountability, education, energy and
concerns of the elderly.

today's index

Mrs. Lowry has served as chairman
of the regional board's personnel
committee, chairman of the executive
committee and as a member of the
affiliate liaison committee.
Mrs. Lowry was elected to serve a
two-year term on the Murray City
Council.
Included. among her many other
church, civic and charitable activities
have been: •
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An Minois woman is in serious
condition today at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah, with head injuries and
multiple fractures following a two car
collision at the intersection of KY 94
and Johnny Robertson Road early
Friday night.
According to a hospital spokesman,
Cleste C. Sikula, 27, Olympia Field, M.,
was in the intensive care unit of the
hospital early today after being transferred from Murray-Calloway County
Hospital last night. .
Kentucky State Police said the
vehicle Mrs. Sikula was driving
cle driven by

.
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Partly cloudy this afternoon
with rain possible. Highs in the
mid 60s. Increasing- cloudiness
tonight with lows in the low 50s to
upper 40s. Rain ar_ -thundershowers tomorrow with highs
In the upper 50s.

•

Janet C. Murdock, 19, Route 1, Murray,
at the intersection.
State police said the accident occurred about 5:55 p.m. Friday.
According to state police, the accident happened when the car driven by
Mrs. Sikula apparently pulled from
Johnny Robertson Road into the path of
the Murdock vehicle. State police said a
child in the Sikula vehicle, 3-year-old
Drew Sikula was treated and released
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
while another child, 1-year-old Anna,
was not injured.
State police ,said Ms. Murdock was
not injured.

DEMONSTRATE PUMP — Volunteers Rodger Mathis and Ronnie Barnett with Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
demonstrate their new truck and the latest thing in fighting fires - a fog pump. Volunteers acquired the truck this
week at a cost of S.13,000.

New Squad Truck To Boost
Firefighting Capabilities
The new truck represelige latest in
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
truck firefighting equipment, chiefly a
Staff Reporter
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad. high pressure fog pump, according to
Mathis, a spokeman for the squad.
now has more zip in its firefighting
capabilities with the addition this week . - 1404.--lass-water,-41a,sted tbraligh a-41
0/.4$45,000 fiietiiiiF,*fi/4-5-qual
lTrisr-lklilitnet*
high-preurerlhe-frig-pump literally breaks the, water int,o
of equipment.
small particles, creating a fog that
Squad members Max Dowdy, fire
snuffs out a flame.
chief, Rodger Mathis, lieutenant of
"By sweeping it around you can
triicks, and Ronnie Barnett, training
create a wall of fog which will take
officer, returned to Murray with the
more heat than a regular fire hose,"
truck after undergoing three days of
Mathis said, adding the fog pump will
rigorous training on how to operate it in
use 200 gallons of water during the
an FMC Fire Apparatus School in
same time a regular pumper will use
Tipton, Ind., near Kokomo.
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A U. S. Postal Service plan making
some smaller cards and letter "unneilable," originally scheduled to go
into eifect Thursday, Nov.30, has been
postponed until 1979 according to Fred
Jackson, officer in charge of the
Murray Post Office.
The new size and thickness standards will most likely be implemented
in March or April of next year, Jackson
said. Once in effect, the new regulation
will make unmailable letters and cards
that measure less than Piz inches high
or less than five inches long. Also, cards
and other mail with a thickness of less
than seven thousandths(.007) of an inch
would be prohibited. The government,.
post card has a thickness of .009 of an
inch.
The postal service's board of-'
governors also has a plan under study
that would add a surcharge to mail

Union workers with Local 665 United
Rubber Workers have called a meeting
for-8 p.m. Sunday to discuss the latest
developments in connection with talks
to end a wildcat strike at Mayfield's
General Tire plant.
The Sunday meeting follows a show
cause hearing in U.S. District Court,
Paducah, before U.S. District Judge
Edward Johnstone Friday afternoon.
7 —1:1ri16n *Mars,- -who--stagert —the
wildcat walkout earlier this week, are
under a temi3orgary restraining order
issued Thursday by Judge Johnstone.
Reports were Friday night that union
and company officials had reached a
tentative agreement that would get the
men back to work and the meeting
Sunday will deal with the terms of that
agreement.
The situation remained calm at the
lent after the court order was issued
-a
con irfued'Rill *ay' FridaY-,.
rard1hg
Vlittr PtIncir

-which exceeds certain limits. The
postal service has requested a 13-cent
additional fee for "hard-to-handle"
mail.
First-class mail weighing one ounce
or less and single-piece rate third etas
mail weighing two ounces or less would
be surcharged if the height exceeds 64
inches; the length exceeds 11% inches;
the width exceeds one-fourth of an inch;
or the length is less than 1.3 times or
more thaw 2.5 times the height, accarding to reports.

1,000 gallons.
The fog pump will be a time saver for
volunteer fire fighters, Mathis said.
"Many times in our case we're at a
itial-7129__ have tl20241
e711 geVeem- • y or-4bpletely out of hand," Mathis said.
Mathis sat the fogger is also considered safe when sprayed into 120,000
volts at 15 feet. "I don't think I want to
try that," Mathis quipped.
The new truck has a two-stage
volume pump which can be alternated
between a high pressure system or
volume system. The two stage pump is
capable of pumping water a maximum
400 pounds per square inch (psi) and at
a rate of a maximum 750 gallons per
minute.
Built by the Bean Company and set on
a 700 Series Ford chasis, the truck will
carry 1,300 feet of hose in addition to the
hose with the fog pump.
Extra equipment on the new vehicle
includes extraction devices, a K-12 allpurpose saw, exhaust fans and air
packs, Mathis said.

4zsilr—
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the number-one vehicle for the
volunteer squad. Other vehicles include
the squad's other fire truck, a van, tank
truck -and- four wheel drive vehicle.
t?eeon*
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— President, Calloway County
Medical Auxiliary
— Director, Kentucky. Medical.
Association (1ZEMPAC).
— Secretary, Murray Country Club.
— Secretary, Murray Civic Music
Association;
— First woman chairman of United
States March of Dimes,-1971-74.
— Mother Patroness to Alpha Sigma
Alpha sorority at Murray State.
— Member of Red Cross Gray Ladies.
— Calloway County coordinator for
Bicentenial 1973-76.
— First woman appointed to serve on
the Kentucky Council on Higher
Education.
— President of Murray Magazine
Club.
— District chairwoman of the
Democratic gubernatorial campaign in
1972 and the congressional campaign in
1974.
— Secretary-treasurer of the
Calloway County Democratic Society.
— President of the Kentucky State
and the Tri-State golf associations.
— President of the Murray Woman's
Club and the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs as well as several other
offices in " the local and state
organizations.
In addition to being named Citizen of
the Year in 1977, Mrs. Lowry has been
named a Duchess of Paducah, a
Kentucky Colonel, and received the
Woodman of the World Woman of the
Year award.

AT FIRE APPARATUS SCHOOL — An instructor at FMC Fire Apparatus
School, Tipton. Ind., talks to firefighters about FMC equipment. Three
volunteers with the local Calloway County fire-Rescue Squad attended ilie
school thiS week.

According to Mathis, the training at
the FMC Fire Apparatus School included classroom work and pumping
exercises covering basic and advanced
maintenance and operation of Bean's
high pressure - and volume pump
systems,
Volunteers with the squad plan to
dedicate the new truck to the Roxie
Jones and her husband,the late Preston
Jones, both long time supporters of the
squad.
The squad has about 25 volunteers
and it is headquartered on Coldwater
Road near Five Points in Murray.

Troops Fire At Anti-Government Demonstrators
_
By PHILIP DOPOULOS
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — Troops fired
on anti-government rioters in Tehran's
sprawling bazaar today at the start of'
volatile Moslem holy month, killing at
least nine persons by officiAl count.
However, unconfirmed reports from
dissident sources said 70 persons were
killed when troops fired machine guns
into mobs of rioters in the crcwded
bazaar. An undetermined number of
others died in clashes in Isfahan, 250
miles south of the capital.

Combat-ready troops chased rioters
through the narrow alleyways of the
Tehran bazaar with automatic weapons
blazing. The government reported 35
wounded in addition to the dead and 115
arrested. Diplomats put the toll at more
than 20 killed.
Religious passions run high among
Iran's predominantly Shiite Moslems
during the 29-day period of Moharram,
which is expected to provide the next
crucial test for Shah Mohammad Reza
Pahlavi's military regime.
Moslem faithful, roused to a religious

frenzy, traditionally whip themselves
as sign a of mourning for the Iman
Hossein, grandson of the prophet
Mohammed and the founder of the
Shiite sect, who was martyTed in 641
A.D.
The shah's military government,
under Gen. Gholam Reza Azhari, has
outlawed all religious processions
during Moharram and has ;7-owed that
any demonstrations during the period
will be put down mercilessly.
Several reliable sources said
government troops recently uncovered

a cache of Russianmade rifles in
Tabriz, a hotbed of anti-government
rioting in northwestern Iran, 60 miles
south of the Soviet border. The
government has reported finding
handguns,grenades and ammunition in
Tehran, and the holy city of Mashhad,
in northeastern Iran.
--

roligious opponents are
The shah's,
fighting his efforts to Westernize
Iranian society, while his political foes
are battling the shah's authoritarian
rule.

Prospects For Direct Mideast Talks Uncertain
WASHINGTON(AP)— Prospects for
that Israel will agree to resumed talks.
--incire-direet-peaeetelks-between-Egypt----u-They -haste said--that atsuchlime_as
and Israel were uncertain today,
it is useful to resume the negotiations,
despite U.S. and Egyptian calls for
they will do so," Vance said Friday
their quick resumption.
when asked whether Israel had agreed
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
to reopen the suspended negotiations
scheduled another meeting today with
that began eight weeks ago.
Egyptian Prime Minister Mustafa
During a nearly three-hour conKhalil, who met Friday with Vance and
ference at the White House, Khalil gave
President Carter.
Carter a letter from Egyptian
But the key Middle East session this
President Anwar Sadat responding to a
weekend is expected to be Sunday in
proposed U.S. compromise for
Israel„when the Israeli Cabinet reviews
resalvimi the continuing dispute
- over
,
a Tiew"Egyptian p-etilosst.
The-P2estinTaiii• TITheritlevrittrVert the'romfbitttY
tt -anm tuttiertr-whrtntir
=ft

message amounted to acceptance of the
had accepted the concept of setting the
end of 1979 as a target date far moving
_ U.S.._proposal to kridge_the differences
sa
—r-----f-cTiiiffiratesrlfban autonomy in thrtwis- —
on the Palestinian dispute an -Vfiether
Israeli-held areas.
an Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty should
clear the way for Palestinian autonomy
Israel has rejected that proposed
on the Israeli-occupied West Bank of
timetable although it has agreed to
the Jordan River and the Gaza Strip.
have the commitment to future
Talking with reporters after the
negotiations over the Palestinians
White House' meeting, Vance said
expressed in a preamble to whatever°
Carter expressed the "strong view" to
treaty it might work out with Egypt.
Egyptians that "further
the
The Egyptians, meanwhile, were
negotiations are essential." Vance said
understood to be continuing their inEgypt concurred.
sistenee an a tinaea.144,...49yUd.
- plan soini:es lo•ZSIt ed
- 1.".S:and tity
Palestinian selfrule , in the "treaty
rint117136 identified briittne Tata mutat
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Your Individual
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Carbon monoxide poisoning

Monday,December 4
Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D
Fraaces Drake
Parents Anonymous will
If you don't expect feedback
poisoning that it would hat
meet at 7:15 p.m at the FOR SUNDAY,DECEMBER
person has lost conscious- had to be pretty mild
today for your ideas, you
By Lawrence Lamb, M.D.
and
Immanuel Lutheran Church. 3, 1978
ness, or is in a shack-like would have,
won't get depressed. At times
therefore,
For information call 759-1792
this
longer
What kind of day will
the
then
state,
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
it is cleared from your body
or 753-9161.
tomorrow be? To find out what when you try to express your
would Wm to know about persists, the more likely
rather quictiy. • It should
feelings
you
may
feel
a
loss
of
some
have
will
person
the stars say, read the
carbon monoxide. Recently that a
have left no residual effects.
words.
not
is
This
Recovery, Inc., will meet at forecast given for your birth
I'rode in a car that had an brain damage. people who
You might be interested to
SAGITTARIUS
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center, Sign.
odor from the exhaust. When likely to occur in
know that chrodic cigarette
carto
exposure
have
mild
:Nov.
22
to
Dec.
21)
WOO
I got out of the car, I had
North 7th and Olive Streets,
smokers frequently have a
Don't fritter away extra
ARIES
trouble walking. I was dizzy bon monoxide for short peri- small amount
carbon
Murray.
not
that
do
time
ods
of
cash on small and unand my throat, lungs and
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
monoxide in their blood
fainting.
actual
nose burned. I MIS real produce
Smoking one or two
A series of minor irritations necessary items. Make sure
Singles Unlimited will meet
If a person breathes room rettes in the eveningcigaweak. I called my doctor and
can
at 7:30 p.m. in the social hall during the day may effect you're right before expressing
50
he said I shouldn't ride in a air, he would clear about
significantly decrease a
of the First United Methodist nerves and health. Con- an opinion or airing a comcarbon
the
of
percent
fixcar like that. It needed
night vision.
Church. This is open to all sequently, you may seem a bit plaint.
monoxide within four to five person's
ing to be safe.
I'm sure you are interCAPRICORN
per
100
breathes
hours.
If
he
single adults over 18 years of preoccupied to friends.
I would like to know what
ested in how your lungs
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
TAURUS
age.
carbon monoxide does to the cent olygen, he will clear function as a result of this
less
in
amount
Buying something nice for
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
body. Does the body repair the same
experience so I'm sending
Tuesday, December 5
Try to find a balance bet- yourself won't chase away
the damage or whatever than two hours. When the you The Health Letter numavailable
and
equipment
is
many
Groups of First Baptist ween negative and wishful those morning blues, for
How
it?
happens to
ber 2-4, Keeping Your Lungs
days or how much time does oxygen is delivered under FiL Others who want this
Church Women will meet as thinking today. It's neither as uncertainty about yourself
some
with
along
pressure
it take to repair if it does?
follows: Annie Armstrong bad nor as good as you think it may make you unsure in
issue can send 50 cents with
What condition can one ex- carbon dioxide, the a long, stamped, self-adwith Martha Pitman at 10 is. Relax.
matters of taste.
from
blood
the
pect as the side effects from clearance of
dressed envelope for it. Send
a.m.; Dorothy with Helen GEMINI
AQUARIUS
this? I don't seem to feel up carbon monoxide is quite your request to me in care of
a.m.
10:30
at
Hogancamp
I Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
rapid.
(May 21 to June 20)
par
yet.
to
this newspaper, P.O. Box
Don't let inner insecurity
I think it is safe to assume
In betwixt and between —
DEAR READER — That that if you did have any 1551, Radio City Station,
Murray TOPS Club is when you're home, you'll want lead to an identity crisis. Save
bad odor you are describing degree of carbon monoxide New York, NY 10019.
scheduled to meet at the to go out, and when out, you'll self-analysis for another time,
didn't
come from carbon
Health Center at 7 p.m.
wish uou were at home. Just as you may not see yourself
monoxide. Actually,,carbon
clearly today.
flow with the tide.
_
monoxide is an odorless,
,
PISCES
Department of CANCER
Delta
colorless gas. Of course, it
Murray Woman's Club will (June 21 to July 22) WV° ( Feb. 19 to Mar. co)
can come from an automobile exhaust but the gases
You may tire of the social
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
You many think that money
that you smelled were somehouse with program by Mrs. Would be the answer to all scene rather quickly today
thing else. Those may have
Ruby Crider.
romantic questions, but that's and may want to spend time
had an entirely different acnothing
There's
youfself.
by
only a passing mood. Be
tion than occurs from carKappa Department of content with the way things wrong in that.
bon monoxide poisoning.
Murray Woman's Club will are.
The chief action of carbon
YOU BORN TODAY are
meet at the club house at 6:30 LEO
monoxide is to combine with
a
friendly, popular, and have
p.m. for KAPPA Children's (July 23 to Aug.
the hemoglobin in your red
blood cells: This keeps your
Christmas Party.
At times you think the little way with words. Friends will
things of life are not worthy of always help you out career- red blood cells from carryoxygen and carbon dioxTuesday,December 5
your consideration, so why let wise, but remember that you ing
St. Leo's Women's Guild will them bother you today.
should be willing to assume ide. The main effect on your
body, then, is the same as if
responsibility for them when
have its Christmas potluck VIRGO
it were denied an adequate
luncheon at Gleason Hall at (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)TIP% they are in need. You can amount of oxygen.
noon.
If romantic plans don't go as succeed in both creative and
The more of your blood
planned today, you're liable to scientic fields, but your cells that are made inactive
Group II Of First Christian act the part of the natural bent is creative. because of carbon monoxChurch CWF will meet at the hypochondriac. Really, it's all Writing, acting, literary and ide, the more severe the
criticism, " symptoms or reaction will
home of Mrs. Estelle so unnecessary!
dramatic
McDougaTat 2 p.m. with Mrs. LIBRA
publishing and selling oc- be. In its extreme form, of
Gladys Valentine and Mrs. (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
cupations will bring you course, it can cause unconsTHE NORTH CALLOWAY junior Beta Club has been
and even death.
Jewel Jones as cohostesses.
There-seems to be too much contentment. Even if you ciousness
Dizziness,
a
tendency
during November. The club's main project was
tobusy
Presenting program will be to attend to at home, and no should choose a commercial
collecting money for the Paducah Telethon. Cans were
Mrs.Helen
Hodges, place worthwhile for a day's career, make sure you use wards fainting and headache are common complaced in each homeroom of the school and Beta memMrs.Marge Hays, and Mrs. entertainment or escape. your creative talents in some plaints as the carbon monoxcollected the money. During one week the Betas
bers
Helen Bennett.
Joseph
of:
Birthdate
hobby.
ide poisoning increases in
Temporarily, you might feel
$651.06. The homeroom collecting the most
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If it's mild and relieved
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)3'
4,1978
to make this project a great success. Pictured is Jimmy
church at 9:30 a.m.
quickly, it may not cause
It's hard to get sour any permanent damage. If
What kind of day will
Parrish collecting money for the Paducah Telethon.
Elm Grove Baptist Church tomorrow be? To find out the thoughts together in the early It's severe, meaning that the
Photo by Melissa Moore
Women will meet at the home stars say, read the forecast for morning, but as the day
progresses
you
become
arof Elects Fullrerson at 1:30 your birth Sign.
Muscular .Dystrophy
ticulate and convincing.
Executive
McDowell,
Doris
p.m.
Association and kappa Alpha
CAPRICORN
ARIES
Kentucky Board of
of Murray State University Director,
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)1
4 kiC4
to
Apr.
19)
(Mar.
21
at
the
Nursing, will speak
Will have its first Dance-AKeep- financial plans to
Both friends and lovers
Nursing
Hall
Mason
Ilion at 8 p.m. at Beshear
would love to join you on a yourself today and all goes
Auditorium, Murray State, at
Gym, Murray State, at 8 p.m.
trip.
Be sure to include them if well. Don't be perturbed at a
7:30 p.m. All R.N.'s and L. P.
For information call 753-9075.
making plans for travel. social situation if a friend asks
N.'s are invited.
BURKEEN BOY
you for a loan.
. Social life is busy.
75 Styles To
Alpha Mu chapter of Epsilon
Mr. and M rs. Danny. TAURUS
AQUARIUS
Sigma Alpha • will- have a
3;
Murray,
Route
Burkeen,
(Jan.
20
Choose
to
Feb.
From
18)
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By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Executive Board of the
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
Christmas cookie sale in front Murray Woman's Club is announce the birth of a
Your personality goes over Associated Press Food Editor
Only 10'a letter for Etching
You'll have to work hard
of Bright's downtown from 10 scheduled to meet at 11:30 daughter, Selina Lee, at 12:53 today, but you-can accomplish well with friends and at social POTLUCK GET-TOGETHER
a.m.to 2:30p.m.
p.m. Friday, N ov. 17. The much in career and business. occasions, but a more cona.m. at the clubhouse.
was born at the Murray-. In the p.m., don't snap at a servative demeanor may be Make-Your-Own Sandwiches
baby
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276,
Succotash Relish
Necklaces, Bracelets, Charms,
County Hospital and loved one.
Calloway
needed with higher-ups.
F 84 AM, will meet at 7 pm. "'Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
Beverage
Fruit Bowl
Key Chains, Money Clips. Diamonds ,
PISCES
weighed 10 pounds
will
and
'GEMINI
Accepted
Masons
_
.Larry Roberts, master of the
„
Feb. 19 to Mar. 2(4
)
(
_.
lodge.hall at 7:30 • They have two other ( May 21 to June 20)
_ SUCCOTASil.RELISH ----lod e urges all Master meet at the 4---Make you reajoyiaaya aGiirdhealth m the"
Our latest relish makes a colteitrefiet-_
A
-L---- '. ' • - - -4:--Malle.- Trind--a son, Billy - partner or a prospective mate but as the day progresses you orful offering.
Murray Moose Lodge. 2011
First Baptist Church -Lloyd, 2. The father is eral. - leads to better communication should feel better and will fare 4,4 cup sugar
The Perfect Gig - Put
will have a dance at the Lodge,
Brotherhood will have a ,Ployed at Hutson Grain between _y_ou. Watch out fcg. 1,:' best if /nu keep your plans to. k. cup cider vinegarA Dote or Tnitiol On ft So
V4 cup salad oil
featuring the Barons and supper at-the Fellowship Haft
Yourself. ermine V Port of Calloway --ininor health upset
They Will Re-member
• 1 small onion, finely
beginning at 8 p.m. All at 6 p.m.
CANCER -' County.
chopped (¼ cup)
YOU BORN TODAY are •
members and their guests are
- Grandparents are..„Mrs. - (June 21 to.July 22)
, 1 medium green pepper,
more
loyal,
dutiful
and
welcome.
Find
out
how
much
it
would
Burkeen
of
Detroit,
Shirley
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Free Engraving White'
finely chopped ( 2-3rds
traditional than the typical
Square and round dancing Women will meet at the home Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd cost to jbin that health club or Sagittarian. However, don't. You Wait -In Brass
cup)
will be held at the Woodmen of of Jimmie Lee Carmichael at .Jones of Gilbertsville. Great- to take that course. Mean- let your conservatism in- 16-ounce can green lima
and in Silver - Also
while, don't be caught short on
1:30 p.m.
grandparents are Mr. and
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
_
, Stain Glass
terfere
with
satisfying
your
beans,
drained
..
_
,..
. Mrs. Oren Burkeen, Route 3, ready cash i the p.m.
I2-ounte can vaculinlimicked'
Sagittarian
need
for
freedom
LinO
Murray, and Mrs. Beulah
whole-kernel corn,
Smotherman of Mt. View, Mo. (July 23 to.Aug. 22)24k and independence. For your
undrained
mental
best
success
you
need
A perfect day to further
Mix together all the in
Great-great-grandparents are
romantic interests, but watch training and a -workable gyealents. Chill for several
3
,
Route
Miller.
Ruby
00
Mrs.
-4tL.P114154//air
In December
philsophy of life. You can
Sunday
759-1269 Dixieland Center
Murray, and Mrs. Cleavie out for an unexpected home succeed in real estate, hours or overnight for flavors
problem which could interfere
to blend. Mkes 8 to 12 servings.
Burkeen. Route 1, Almo.
building, music, sculpture,
with dating plans tonight.
teaching, and as a writer of
VIRGO
historical and technical
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
•
0
14
:
4 471
1
4
r
e
.
subjects. Although a thorough
paPO4.41,4041b.
Except
for
one
nervous
In
1667,
the
first
ginadian
W.
fkg cACC
census revealed there were 20 moment in the evening, you worker and a disciplinarian,
AND
A
shoemakers
serving
a can accomplish much at work you should always allot sufYOU& OLD CANNIET
population
of
3,915 and at home. A good day for ficient time for play. Birthdate of Gen. Francisco
tackling house chores.
•Parf 441. S
141.11U1.111.
492 -abbg
inhabitants.
Franco, Spanish government
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Arel head; Thomas Carlyle, British
Save time for creative work than of letters; and Ramer
today, for the artistic among Maria Rae, poet.
2414, Procrom intovrootoon 753 3314
you will feel inspired. Local
visits are marked by pleasant - Carole Baron has been
exchanges of good will.
appointed vice-president and
Thru
SCORPIO
Thry
Uri Thor.
editor-in-chief% of Pocket
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Ina
Thor
Thu,
7:3111,5:ZIf 2 IP.
Books.
Domestic internat.' are
IlliuslimewIrseereme.
72O,9.&1:30Suo
7 15,9.104r 2 3.0
highlighted today,' But in
_
Actress Grace Kelly won an
family get-togethers, -resist Oscar in 1954 for her work in
the temptation to be the center "The Country Girl."
111
Regular Price $2.99
of attention.

Saturday, December t Saturday, December
East Calloway PTC will
The Bluegrass CB Club will
have a chili supper at 530 have a potluck Christmas
p.m followed by country supper at the clubhouse at 7
music show at 7 p.m. at the p.m.
school. Admission for show
Sunday. December 3
will be $1, adult, 50 cents,
Murray Art Guild will have
open house with a special
•'The Miracle Worker," display for the Christmas
gory of Helen Keller's life, holidays from 2 to 5 p.m. The
will be presented by Murray public is invited.
State University Theatre at 8
Annual Christmasatmusic
p.m.
program by Chorus of Music
Department of Murray
Saturday, December 2
Third night of Murray State Woman's Club, B. J. Berrill,
Intercollegiate Rodeo will be director, will be at 3 p.m. at
at Exposition Center. College the club house. The public is
Farm Road, at 7:30 p.m. invited.
Tickets are $3, $2, and $1. A
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Gibbs
clown act will be featured for
will be honored with a
the children.
reception in celebration of
Captain Wendell Oury their 50th wedding an,Chapter of the Daughters of niversary from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
the American Revolution will at the Community Room,
meet at the Holiday Inn at 1:30. North Branch,Peoples Bank.
p.m. With Dorothy Byrn as
Mr. and Mrs.'Pleas Green
togess.
will be honored in celebration
Murray State University of their 50th wedding anWomen's Society will hold niversary with an open house
open houses at 4:30 p.m. in at their home on Route 2,
homes of members and the Buchanan, Tenn.
Christmas dinner at 6:15 p.m.
Activities in Land Between
in Room 228, Roy Stewart
the Lakes will include
Stadium, Murray State.
Christmas on the Farm at
Events in Land Between the Empire Farm, On The.Wing
Lakes will include Christmas field trip at Center Station at 2
on the Farm at Empire Farm, p.m., and Candle Making at
Eagle Search at 8 a.m. at -The-Homeplace-1850 from 1 to
Center Station, and Lantern 4 p.m.
Tour of The Homeplace-1850
Gospel singing will be held
at 7 p.m.
at 2 p.m. at the Blood River
Baptist Church. The featured
Toy Sale will be held at 501
quartet will be The Kings Sons
North Seventh Street, Murray, from New Mt.
Carmel Church.
from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., soonsoked by Church of Jesus
Monday,December 4
list of Latter Day Saints.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
have a Christmas program at
Jackson
Purchase the home of Mrs. Frank A.
Historical Society will meet at Stubblefield at 7:30 p.m.
the Marshall County High
School Gym, DraffenvWe, at 6
Lottie Moon Group of First
p.m.
Baptist Church Women will
meet at 7 p.m. in the church
ritaktard.,:onsorsarrisqiimel Wermanls
Club, will be held at the Hazel
Calloway County Retired
Community Center at 7 a.m. Teachers will meet at 6 p.m.
The cost will be $2 for all you at the Colonial House
can eat:Public is invited.
Smorgasbord.
-
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Dwight Grace & Sherry Bentley Of The Shoe loft

There has been a change in
the looks, as well as, the name
of one store in .the Olympic
Shopping Center reeently.
Grace's Thom McAns, as it
was formerly known, is now
the Shoe Loft and instead of a
family shoe store the Shoe
Loft now specializes in
womens shoes.
The Shoe Loft, owned by
Dwight and-sCharles Grace
and managed by Sherrie
Bentley carries a full line of

womens shoes featuring such
names as California Shoe,
Shoes and Stuff, Footnotes,
Fanfare and Tempo, and
handbags by Little Nugget,
Kore and many more.
Dwight Grace
'
-sighted
several reasons for the change
in store merchandise and
stated, '`We wanted to
specialize in ladies shoes
instead of family wear, so we
brought new names, looks and
fashions."

The store, decorated in
rustic shingled barn wood, is
open from 9:30 a.m. to 8:00
p.m.
Monday
through
Saturday and 1 p.m. tot, p.m.
on Sunday.
Sherrie Bentley, store
manager, urged everyone to
come by and see all the new
changes in the store.

The state wants to buy
window air conditioners for its
buildings and receives bids for
a unit which costs $311 and
another which costs $322.
Under Kentucky's bidding
laws, the $311 unit will be
bought, right?
Wrong. As part of the
Kentucky Energy
Conservation
new
Plan,
guidelines of the Department
of Finance require the purchase of the $322 air conditioner.
The more expensive ticket
price in this actual case was
for a unit which is more
energy efficient. Over the air
conditioner's five-year life
cycle, the price and energy..
cost of the $322 unit would total
$554, while the less expensive,
less energy efficient unit
would have a total cost of $620.
"We don't require the
purchase of the most energy
efficient i.nit, but the product
which is least expensive over
its life cycle. Sometimes the
sticker price of the most efficient unit will be too high to
balance out the energy
savings,". Harold W. Staton,

procurement standards
engineer of the Division of
Purchases, Department of
Finance, said."The concept is
called Lite Cycle Costing and
it entails figuring the price of
an item by its unit price plus
how much it will cost to
operate. We've spent $30,000
promoting the idea in Kentucky during 1978, and it will
bring the state savings of
$214,000."
The Life Cycle Costing
program is only a small part
of the Kentucky Conservation
Plan, which has an overall
goal of cutting energy consumption in the state by 7.2
percent by 1980.
"We have a goal of saving
200 billion BTU during 1980,
which sounds like a big
number, but really isn't
compared to the energy
savings that are possible in
industry, power plants, and
other big energy users,"
Staton said. "But when you
think that we're working with
40 watt light bulbs and 1,000
watt air conditioners, it is a
significant number."
Besides . setting
ad-

elissa Moore

WINNER Rub', )tmes

Is lectured here in
antuversaiRaaatieue_
Standing with Mrs. Zacheretti, store manager, who
'Nalued the coat at S2,000.'Mrs. 'ones of Paris, Tenn.,
name was*60 gilt of regisiratinn fnrmfron,.aI118 of
the Behesstores.

popularity among certain
manufactiirers.
"We find our program ,is
welcomed by manufacturers
of good, energy efficient
products," Staton said.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
General market direction was
modestly upward. Leading
Gainers — Humana (NYSE),
to 1844 from 17; Jerrico
(OTC), to IV* from 13;
Brown-Forman (AMEX), to
291'2 from 28. Greatest
Declines — Kentucky Utilities
(NYSE), to 1842 from 19;*;
Louisville Cement (AMEX),
to 2678 from 27I,S; Dollar
General to 85,8 from Vs.

Credit Related Insurance Supported
determined that 73 percent of the high penetration rates that
The 7th and 8th grade fabrics exploratory class of,
credit life and disability in- credit insurance experienced Ohio University, cited by the
Fed,
Southwest
concluded
that
it
Elementary School visited the Singer Sewingl.)
is
the
surance users termed it "a (75 percent of consumer
Center. Here the students are eagerly watching as Ms.
good thing." Most customers finance company borrowers) strong demand of the conPeggy Adams demonstrates the Athena 2000. Miss
regard it as "highly did not result "...from either sumer that explains the rapid
growth of credit insurance."
Reita M.Ladd is the teacher of the class.
desirable,"
and
more explicit coercion or insignificantly, feel- that the voluntary tying-in."
price is "about right" (46
Commenting• on the Fed's
percent), or even "inex- conclusions,.Dizon said, "The ,
Pirealitl- The:fInclingste-thle-stidiA4O•'\&.yiilV a long way in putting to it James L. Anderson, having struction involves interaction
CREDITHRIFT Financial, a proportion (5 percent) of the long-standing, erroneous completed a five-month initial with prominent scientists and
nationwide consumer finance.- customers view it as a "bad" claim that credit insurance is training program ending with clinicians.
and insurance firm, said the service,
Syntex, which currently
forced on unwilling con- an intensive - four-week
study was conducted during The study concluded that sumers. An earlier study by seminar mere, has been named spends more than $30 million
the past year by the staff of
a Syntex professional service each year for research in the
the Board of Governors of the
representative, according to life sciences, is an established
Federal Reserve System at
Charles H. Cunningham, innovator in the development
the request of Senate Banking
Syntex director of sales.
and marketing of oral conCommittee Chairman William
In this position, Anderson traceptives and products for
Begley Drug Co. recorded a income, with $206,115 or 41 will return to Kentucky to the treatment of arthritis and
Proxmire (D-Wis). 'The study
sought to determine the extent strong increase in sales, in- cents per share reported this provide
health
care serious skin diseases, as well
of sales pressure or coercion come and earnings during the year, versus the $125,912 or 23 professionals in the Paducah as specialized nutrition
in the selling of credit life first six months of the fiscal cents during the comparable and Cairo areas with medical
last year.
other year ended Sept. 30, 1978. quarter.
and
insurance
background and usage inBegley Drug Co. now —formation on Syntex pharcoverages to loan and Sales of $16,678,948.reflected a
gain of 12.9 percent over the operates 47 drug stores in 26 maceutical products. He will
financing customers.
year's figure -of Kentucky communities and 50 report
CREDITHRIFT • operates last
to
Charles
more than 560 branches coast- $14,769,952. Net income during Big "B" One Hour Dry Strawbridge, Syntex district
to-coast including offices in the period rose 31 percent to Cleaners located in Illinois, manager.
$424,719, equal te.80 cents per Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky,
this area.
Anderson studied for two
"If sales pressures had been.. share,• up from $324,154, or 58 Tennessee and .Florda. The
• ars at p_i_degab. Comm
.'_COIll!re.,..-And rec.vi Irik -eithanir-17121/1117±11L.:7the
;
011-1111
-.1P46.
6f- ffit
!
-47 --EquiPm "aiid Supply Co., a
304 N. 4th St.
•
wtdespi eatflfrt1WiruhLstry," -last Yt'ar• bachelor's degree in business
For the three-month period wholly owned subsidiary,
Dixon said, "it would have
153-$170
been expected to show up as ended Sept. 30, sales were up whichis.a wholesaler of dry- --administration from Murray
supplies
'buyer resentment through a 122-_percent, an increase of cleaning
and -State University in Murray,
GENE LANDOLT
GEORGE LANDOLT
poor opinion of credit in- $945•194 over last year's equipment.
Kentucky.
figures
of
$7,406,680
for
the
The company has its central
surance or through cornThe initial Syntex training
plaints about insurance same three . months. A offices and distribution center
quality or costs." The study significant 62.9 percent in- in Richmond. It is a publicly program includes courses in
crease was recorded- in net held company with its stock medical terminology,
traded in the over-the-counter anatomy, physiology, disease
itiarket. It is listed on states, pharmacology, modes
NASDAQ under the symbol of therapy and specific Syntex
BGLY.

A study just released by the
Federal Reserve Board
strongly supports the selling
of credit-related insurance
coverages to borrowers from
the nation's financial institutions. ft was based on
interviews with the purchasers of credit insurance.
'
- 71Illiodeine-DisaneChakalao
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ministrative guidelines which new bidding methods.
There also has been some
require Life Cycle Costing on
state purchases of energy resistance from manufacconsuming goods, the Division turers, since the appliance
of Purchases also is working industry has set standards for
to interest private businesses energy testing and the
government has been working
in the concept.
To publicize the program, to set its own uniform national
the division mails a newsletter standards. For some time,
on Life Cycle Costing, called industry has felt. it unfair to
Energy Briefs, to purchasing spend a great deal of money
agents in the private sector, testing to the industry stanand has produced a booklet dards with the federal stancalled 'Life Cycle Costing — A dards right around the corner.
Logical, Economic Pur- But the uniform standards for
chasing Method' that is most products are now on
available
private paper, so the problem is
to
businesses. Speeches and almost over. ,
seminars also-are utilized.
The proof of the program's
success at cutting energy
Private industry can carry consumption is apparent in its
Life Cycle Costing further
than checking for energy
efficiency, Staton said. Other
operating costs such as
maintenance and labor can be
worked into a price formula to
give the real cost of a purchase. Staton said the concept
is growing in popularity, but
there
has been some
resistance — not so much
from manufacturers, but from
bidders who have had to learn

Anderson Named.Syntex Representative

.----

• Downtown-

Christmas
Hours!

SBA In Paducah

James Callimore, left is pictured here with lames
TalenOnanager of Big K department store af er winning
a Panosonic Television given away on Thanksgiving Da%
The television - was registered for in Big IC•. appliance
depart m t

You get french fries,cole slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
- you can-eat!
only$
2
49

DANK NOTES

The early American
colonies had no money
of their own. English
monty was required to
import badly needed
tools an cpaital goods
so- 1i-cent tradttig—W&s
done by barter, usine
furs, tobacco or even In
by Bill Boyd
dian
wampum
as.
money:
Very little barter is used in trading today. A
checking account is the convenient way to pay
•
your bills.

"PF(IPLES BANK
et sexy,: xy

Member FDIC

Business
Small
The
Administration's business
loans and counseling services
have helped thousands of
small firms originate, expand
and prosper. Prospective new
busines owners, as well as
persons already in business,
will have the opportunity to
find out about assistance
available from SBA on the
first Thursday of each month
in Paducah.
A representative from the
Service Corps of Retired
Executives (SCORE) will be
at this agency's part-time
office at City . Hall, Commissioner's Chambers
(second floor), Paducah,from
9 a.m. to noon Thursday, Dec.
7.
Services provided by SBA in
addition to business loans
include management cluesseling and training programs
to • upgrade management
skills. Persons interested in
establishing a new business,
as well as owners of existing
busineSSe.S.,arS YTIcome,_
consult with the WA
representative regarding

This page is
written for
and sponsored
by the Murray
Business
Comilunity

financial assistance or other
management
problems
relating to the operation of a
small business.
Additional information may
be obtained by calling 1502
442-7561.

Most Downtown Merchants will be
open Sun. 1-5 on Dec. 3.10-11.
Open Fridays until 8:00 Now Until
Christmas

OM II1140
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History OfPleasant
Hill Church

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Dec. 2, the 336th day of 1978. There are 29 days left in the

PEOPLES
TEMPLE
wig

reinstated and given a letter of
Jesse S. Ross of Murray put together
dismissal, after which he moved to
a history,4 year or two ago,of the ROSS,
Stewart County, Tennessee and finally
Green and Futrell families which I
became a minter In the Christian
came • across last week.
Church.
Itais a well-organized genealogy of
• await
Ministers ordained by the church
these families and the families into
were: Benjamin Charniaon (1848),
which they are tied, many of which
Hardy B. Sills (1849), A.T. Bussell
:
a came from between the rivers and who
(1875), T. L Shelton (1875), and James
•• ow live in and around Murray. The
M. Ross (1879). In its early history
"'book is also a source of many inPleasant Hill Church was a prosperous
teresting stories and bits of history.
church. In August 1866, Turkey Creek
Pleasant Hill Church, at which Mr.
Baptist Church was formed from
f-altoss's grandfather Reverend James
members of Pleasant Hill Church. In
M. Ross preached, is the subject of
1918, Bethlehem Baptist Church was
today's column.
formed from members of the Pleasant
"Pleasant Hill Missionary Baptist
Hill Church. In 1885, the congregation
Church was located at the Pleasant Hill
had 185 members, which was a veryCommunity, near Laura Furnace
large number for a country CFurch.
Precinct, two miles west of the‘CumAfter the turn of the century the
beriand River and six miles south of
membership declined. According to my
aGolden Pond,. Kentucky, in Trigg
opinion many factors were responsible
a•County, Kentucky.
for this. Many elder citizens were not
• This church was organized on
interested and failed to be leaders;,..
November 4, 1842, at the home of David
a•
many young people lost interest and
-• Cohoon and wife Rebecca Futrell
became delinquent; many people
a:aCohoon, near the place where church
moved their membership to a church
:i:and school stood for many, many years.
nearer their home; some people moved
t-:-: The church was organised-by Elders
to northern cities and other places
esse Cox and T.L. Baker of Trigg
seeking employment; some members
.:county and William Skinner of
joined another faith.
Calloway County, Kentucky.
The final blow came in 1968 when the
David Cohoon" gave two acres of
Pleasant Hill Church -disbanded. The
;;;ground for the first church house that
membership dwindled to an all-time
.
▪t.-,iiras erected. The deed and abstract
low of 15 active members. After TVA
:were written up on February 26, 1848
It is good that a man should both hope
bought the property and the people
::and notarized on August 7 of that year.
quietly wait for the sahation of the
and
were moved from the area, the only
a The following names are the charter
Lord. - Lamentations 3:26.
thing left except memories of people
members of Pleasant Hill Missionary
Patience is a virtue that hath its own
and events that happen in this area
Baptist Church; Charles C. Bogard and
reward. Certainly we can be patient in
were
the
cemeteries
where
our
anBirdett,
Bowland
wife Telitha,
prayer and wait for the Lord's help in
cestors, loved ones, frienns and neighCatherine Byrd, Margaret Barrow,
time of trouble.
rest.
were
laid
to
bors
Rebecca,
and
wife
David Cahoon
Benjamin Champion and wife Martha
(Cohoon), Nicholas Coose, Nancy Cook,
Ruben Everett, Winburn Futrell,
James Futrell, William Fleming and
wife Minerva (Barren), Margainia
Kilgore, Polly Vinson. Sarah Whaley,
Barbara Holsapple and Kaye
Nathan Cohoon, and probably others.
Dean W. E. Blackburn, Dr. B. E.
Beaman have been elected as officers
After the organization, David Cohoon
McClellan, and Dr. William Wells of the
in the newly formed Modern Dance
was chosen Deacon and Winburn
Department, Murray State
Chemistry
Club at Murray State University. .
Futrell Church Clerk, William Skinner
University, will attend the southeal,erji
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Fisher of
of Calloway County was the first
regional meeting of the American
Grand Rapids, Mich., announce the
prea cher.
Chemical Society at Florida State
On Saturday December 31, 11142_,,after
•
-- ataan_0
1- faaraaTallidvarsitja, TallIDTastee2TWW&F*----aanaraaatiakaathata_aavatea, _ma •
• - ta
-.saikelimaa-aaaaa*.41-aar
1-tidt-ehlwies.1167- Fay,to Robert Glenn Sanderson, son
etv
-irie
rec
acharelt-werr-opetr-for-Edmonds, Mrs. Laura Val-lion, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Voris Sanderson of
merribers. Fannie Siunson and
Murray.
Genora ilandUrson, Mrs. Sidaey
were admitted as
Margaret
James
E.
and
Pfc.
(Margaret)
Waters,
Murray State University beat Trinity
. members for baptism and on Sunday
glisson, Benton Route 1, the latter
University of Texas in Murray's second
morning; January 1, 1843, they were
killed in action in Vietnam.
basketball game of the season.
baptitecl in the Cumberland River at
-the place known as Kilere'S Landing.
r,- .
. The first meeting was held at the
The annual Christmas Lightin
home of David and Rebecca Cohoon.
Business Education Association held
Contest-far-homes in Murray will be After the society. had gained a perNov. 26 to 29 at Columbia, S. C.
manency, religious services were -sponsored this year by the Garden •
Births reported include a girl,
Department
of
the
Murray
Woman's
conducted at different homes in the
Jo, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hughes
Pamela
Club, according to Mrs. M.0. Wrather,
community.
on Nov. 14.
committee
chairman.
In 1844 a log house of worship was
J. C. Maupin and James Johnson
Deaths reported include Mrs.
built on the land donated by David
have each bagged a deer since the gun
William
E.
Anderson.
Cohoon; later this church was rebuilt
season opened here.
Eugene Smith, teacher of business at
and a second story added for school and
The Murray State College Thoroughthe
Murray
Training
School,
and Jerry
lodge meetings. The Patrons of
beat Texas Wesleyan 70 to 56 in
breds
Shroata student at the schbol who is
Husbandry met there for a few years as
basketball
opener at the Sports
its
regional
vice-president of the Future
well as the Berkley Masonic Lodge.
Alexander was high
Dale
Mena
here.
B iness Leaders oAmerica,
f
attended
Some years later a school house was
ler
,
points.
with
16
Murray
for'
the
annual
convention of the
ern
built .aear the site, of ithe church,
.--. -toin
-awiy and a
the ordlog
The new Disabled American
frame structure was built. This
The Murray State College ThoroughVeterans Club in'Murray will receive_
building was used as a place of worship
breds, coached by Harlan Hodges, will
their cliartar-afiineeting on Dee..7 -in
until August 6, 19V, when the members
open the basketball season with Kenthe Calloway County Court House,
disbanded because all tit land in this
tucky Wesleyan at the Carr Health
according to Charles Eldridge, temarea was purchased bf TVA ,for a
Building, Murray, on Dec. 3.
porary adjutant.
recreational area, better known as the
The American Legion and Auxiliary
Paul Scott and Joseph Miller,
"Land Between The Lakes."
will hold a joint Christmas party at the
members
of
the Murray Training
In looking over the church book, it
Murray Woman's Club House tonight.
School Chapter of the Future Farmers
- shows the names of more than 500
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
of
America,
and
their advisor, Bobbie
persons who had been members of this
"Music Man," starring Jimmy Dorsey
Grogan, attended the National FFA
church -since 1642. Many ofthese early
and his Orchestra.
convention held in Kansas City, Mo.
...42ternbers were pioneer settlers who
ere born in North Caroline and had
to Christian 'later Trigg County
Tobacco farmers in Calloway County
•
the early part of 1800. John Futrell
International Debate here on Nov. 29.
may
sell 7,068,301 pounds of their 1938
Futrell)
pioneer
Nathan
the
of
:uncle
Marriages announced this week
crop,
according
to
County
Agent
J.
T.
::joined this church by letter , from
include Ella Byers to Homer Burkeen
Cochran who received this information_
:-Donaldson Creek Baptist Church in
on Nov. 26 and Ida Elizabeth Paschall
from Secretary of Agriculture Wallace
::4843. He was born in Northampton
to Frank-Dalton on Nov. 24.
The office was mailing out individual
`atounty, North Carolifia, but came to
Births reported this week inchide a
tobacco marketing quotas today.
-"-this county in 1799 with his half-brother
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Urban Webb on
Deaths
reported
this
week
include
Futrell.
He
was
a
Shadrach
William
Nov. 8, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. T.. W. Erwin, 77, A. C. Orr, 64,
member of ths chuut until his death in
Clinton Edwards on Nov. 17.
Milburn
Clay
Orr,
29,
and
Mrs.
Asilee
96.
1873.
at
age
a
Dr. J. A. Outland, chairman of the
Story, 60.
a: Another brave pioneer, Charity
Christria.s Seal Campaign in Calloway
A
tobacco
barn
conaining
hay
and
member
of
this
an
early
*Futrell was
County, completed extensive and
corn valued at more than $1,000
:ehurch. She was born in Northamptonorganizational campaigns this week
belonging
to
Purdom
Lassiter,
burned
County
to
Trigg
County, NC and came
toward the annual sale of Christmas
Nov. 25.
1799 with her husband Nathan and
Seals ,for the eradication of tuber'
Robert
Miller
of
Hazel
and
John
a
member
of
:!:other relatives; she was
culosis.
Brim
n
Of
Murray; debaters at Murray
church at the time of her death,
H. E. Elliott has retired from the
State
Teachers
College,
debated
teams
•
.a1872, at age 95
grocery
and merchandise business
from
Oxford and Cambridge UniverAnother early member, and a brave
over
30 years liabusiness.
after
sities
of
England
in
Murray's
Eighth
--pioneer was Temperance (Griffin)
Coisirn. She was born in Northampton
County, N.C. and tame to Kentucky
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Judge Ira Smith wound up- the
with her mother in 1806. She married
Bowman, Clambers, and Lewis,
regular
November
term
of
Calloway
Thomas Colson in 1814. They'were the
players on the Tiger football team of
parents offive children. Thomas died in Circuit Court here on Nov. 26 after a
Murray High School with T. A. Sanford
1840 and Temperance in 1882, age 86. session of two weeks.
as coach, have been named to the..A11.
She has many descendants living in - Deaths reported this week include
little Ten Conference Football Team.
Fred Burton, 54, Miss Maurine PutTrigg and surrounding countiesa •
Murray High beat Hopkinsville 19 to 0
There was one colored person who man,16, John Cain,85, and Mrs. Euree
in
the final game of the season. .
Mizzen,
66.
Was a member of this church - Dilsa, a
The Thoroughbreds of Murray State
slave that belonged to Shadrach ' Among those appearing on the
Teachers College, coached by Carlisle
Futrell. Dilsa was baptized by the program at the meeting of First
Cutchin, are football champions of the
District Education Association held
pastor William Skinner in 1848.
Innthall_Conferenee •
MississArpi
Nov.
30
and
Dec. 1 at Ithirray_Slate
In the minutes of the church coniiiCraMier,1M6, RitilidTs very Teac-Fters College were the first grade
In high .sChool basketball games
peculiar charge against Benjamin children taught by Miss Bertie Manor
ICirksey beat Lynn Grove by the score
._•;;Champion, who was an ordained and the fifth grade children taught by
of 23 to 72 Venable got 18 points for
171iiinister in the church. Benjamin Miss Naomi Maple, both of the Murray
Kirksey and Jones got 8 for Lynn
Champion said, "if all the Cohoons and Training Sehota.
Grove.
The Murray State College Debate
Futrells were on a truck wagon and in
The Russian Choir eornposed 72
forty yards of TIEL1„.he would push Team composed of Waylori Rayburn
famous voices appeared here last night
'them in." He was excluded on this and Wells Overbey defeated Southeast
at the Murray State College
:charge, but in about two years he .was Missouri State Teachers College of
auditorium.
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Looking Back

10 Years Ago

•

Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1942, a nuclear chain
reaction was demonstrated for the first
time - by scientists working on a
secret project at the University of,.
Chicago.
On this date:
- In 1804, Napoleon crowned himself emperor. of France in.,a glittering
ceremony at the Cathedral of Notre
Dame in Paris.
In 1623, President James Monroe
outlined the Monroe Doctrine against
European expansilk in the Western
Hemisphere.
In 1956, Fidel Castro and a band of
followers landed in Cuba to try to
overthrow the Batista government.
In 1960, the head of the Anglican •
Church, the archbishop of Canterbury,
broke centuries of church precedent
and met with Pope John XXIII at the
Vatican.
In 4964, former Argentine dictator
Juan Peron arrived in Brazil in an
attempt to return to Argentina but was
sent back to Madrid.
In 1965, the U.S. aircraft carrier
Enterprise launched air strikes over
Vietnam, becoming the first nuclearpowered ship to enter combat.
Ten years ago: Jordan and Israel
engaged in eight hours .tif artillery
shelling in the heaviest exchange of fire
since the June 1967 war.
Five years ago: Rare Greek and
Roman coins valued at more than $1
million were stolen from Harvard
University's Fogg Museum in Cam-/
bridge, Mass.
One year ago: A magistrate in South
Africa absolved the security police of
any responsibility in the death of
Stephen Biko, the black leader who
apparently died of injuries suffered
while in custody.
Today's birthdays: Actress Maggie
Smith is 44 years old. Actress Julie
Harris is 53.
Thought for today: There is many a
good man to be found under a shabby
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KitchenAld dishwashers
have value
features like thaw

Igo

We've searched for words _ to
--itesorftwittiw--iittrcIttlewir11111E-Ms.:UNBELIEVABLE!! .
Now is your opportunity to
-purchase a XitchenAid dishwasher
at an unbelievable low price.
(You wouldn't believe the regular
price if we told you!)
Model KD0-68
Colors: white Or said

•Multi-level wash.
Lets you loodas•you
like.

*Exclusive Stainless
Steel Filter/Soft Waste
Disposer Combination Eliminates pre rinsing.

46 Years Ago

fa

Ed Harcourt
night Murro

:COMe

tiTriDura Porcelain
On Steel. Won't
scratch, stain or rust.

•Flo-Thru Drying. No
hot spots. Plus, no heat
Energy Saver feature

KitchenAid Trash
Compactor

•KitchenAid Built-In
Dishwashers...

*30 Day money back
trial.

*Four fabulous under counter models
now available

Lou B
be at
your
Brook

50 Years Ago

•••••••

"'Le/0.10W-41/0,,4,•,.....

You can buy the Model KOD-68 KitchenAid Portable Dishwasher. This is a
full-featured dishwasher...Not a stripped down model. Act now...limited quantities. First Come...First Buy
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- Streaking Tigers Blow Tornado 68-63
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
A 15-point lead, especially
early in the game, is a
basketball coach's dream.But
if its all the same to anyone,
Bernie Miller would have
enjoyed saving
at least
for two quarters.
The Paducah Tilghman
coach saw his squad jump to a
29-14 second-period advantage
over Murray High, but it went
steadily downhill thereafter as
the Tigers whipped the Tornado 69-63 last night at the
Murray High gymnasium.
We played rotten," said
Miller, whose team committed 23 turnovers.
We
should never have had that big
Nead early anyway, and we
kind of le( down after getting
that far ahead."
Tilghman's early surge was
one of three phases in the first
half. Murray High vaulted
ahead 6-0, on senior. -Mike
Bradshaw's layup and held it
for five minutes.
Tilghman drew within a
point at 11-10 with 3:29 left in
the first quarter, then took it
for the remainder of the half
— all but one second of it — on
guard Larry Beard's driving
lavup.

For the rest_ of the first
quarter and two minutes into
the next, the Tornado outscored Murray 14-2 to take a
commanding 29-14 advantage
with 6:05 left.
The remainder of the half
was a flurry of baskets by the
Tigers that enabled them to
pull into a 35-35 halftime tie.
Murray scored 21 of the last 26
points in the period, its last
two on Bradshaw's twisting
layup with one second left.
The basket was set up on a
steal by Nick Swift.
'
Swift, a 6-foot junior,
replaced Howard Boone early
in the second quarter and tied
for team scoring honors with
Bradshaw with 16 points.
Boone exited after drawing his
third personal foul.
Swift and Bradshaw Cortibined for 15 field goals on 29
attempts, but that 50-plus
percent shooting was better
than Murray's overall success. It hit 32 Of 69 tries for 46
percent, while Tilghman sank
26 of 49 53 percent).
Tilghman scored the first
points of the second half on
Larry Beard's 16-footer —
Beard led all scorers with 24
points — but Murray tied the
game on Swift's baseline jump

-ate in South
ity police of
e death of
leader who
ies suffered
ress Maggie
,ctress Julie

shot and trailed only once pleased with his team's
play
more thereafter.
last night. "We controlled the
Tilghman stayed within four tempo, and we got the kind of
points for the remainder of the play from our bench
that we
period until senior forward
will have to have to win
Jeff Kursave's 10-footer gave consistently," he said.
the Tigers a 55-50 lead at the
The contest was Tilghman's
third-quarter stop. Kursave first action of the season,
finished with 12 points on 6. of • except for a 12-minute
period
12 shooting.
in its jamboree two weeks ago.
Finally, with 4:40 left in the ,"We came apart, I guess,"
game, Tilghman nudged' said B. Miller. "Murray
did a
ahead 62-61 on Greg Over- good job of playing
their
street's layup. Swift gave game, and we didn't
do much
Murray back the lead with an about it."
acrobatic layup off the glass,
Tilghman faces Mayfield,
the Tornado threw the ball picked in several polls
as the
away on their next possession
First Region's best, tonight,
and the Tigers poured in five
while the Tigers host Wingo
of the game's final six points Friday and
Ballard Memorial
to seal the victory.
Saturday.
Murray High coach Cary
Miller, who saw his -team - - Tilghman JVs
38, Murray 36
improve its record to 2-0,
Tilghman's Tim Barnett hitattributed the triumph to
a layup with eight seconds
intelligent play and excellence
left, then sank a free throw to
from his bench.
give the Tornado its two-point
"Except for that lull in the edge.
second quarter, we plated
6-1 Bobby Daniel had given
smart basketball," said
the Tigers a 36-35 lead on a
Miller. "We began to press
putback with 19 seconds left
after falling behind, and it
before Barnett's gamereally made the difference."
winning shot.
The Tigers opened their
The loss was the first for the
season Tuesday night at Trigg
Murray JVs, who swamped
County with a 72-54 victory, Trigg County to open
their
but Miller was infinitely more
season.
Tilghman — Ted York, 11;
David Davis, 6; Tim Barnett,
9; .Gary Cox, 2; David Van
Cleave, 1; Vannil MatheWs,9.
Murray — Greg Latto, 4;
Howie Crittenden, 10; Bobby
Daniel, 4; Guy Furr, 12; Robin
Roberts, 2; Darwin Bumphis,
4; Todd Bradshaw,0.
Roxsrore On Page 61

e is many a
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Missouri Edges
_
- tottstellieteiriftiiity
By the Associated Press
COLUMBIA, Mo. — Forward Brad Droyfiit a baseline
- jumper with three seconds left
— his only field goal of the
night —.to give Missouri an 82- '
81 college basketball victory
over Eastern Kentucky in the
opening round Friday night of
the Show-Me Classic.
Missouri will meet Southern
Illinois, which defeated
Alabama-Birmingham Friday
night, 8042, in the finals
Saturday.

••

-

Tilghman s Larry Beard grabs a rebound as Nick Swift (51)
and the Tornado's Richard Abraham watch. In backgrcund is Greg
lat•
to. Beard led all scorers with 24 points, but Swift
came off the bench to score 16 as Murray High won 6863.
Staff Photo by Tony Wilson

No Duke Fluke
De7;11i-Suive-NC State Slow-Down

•oinless
oft Waste
stanotiow- e rinsing.

Ed Harcourt is surrounded by Paducah Tilghman's Greg Overstreet (10) and David lambert in last
night Murray High victory. Harcourt scored nine points.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
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OPEN HOUSE
MAICO

Built-In
?rs„.
der

DECEMBER 4-5

Lou Brooks of Maico Hearing Instruments will
be at Stone-Lang on December 4-5 to answer
your questions concerning hearing aids. Mr.
Brooks is a nationally known hearing aid

7

specialist. If you are
having trouble with
your hearing aid or
suspect a hearing loss
you will want to be
present.

KEN RAPPOPORT
and a half left. Tha:-Blue
Piscataw4.
Arizona State trimmed San
AP Sports Writer
Devils then put on th4 owri emson hIèBzOWn7 Jose State 89-74 and New
A basketball game can freeze for a while and won the
57 and Kent State downed Mexico turned back Wichita
sometimes be a waiting game \game on a basket by Gene
- Manhattan 78-78 in the IPTAY State 89-74 in the Fiesta
when it's played in the Banks with six seconds left.
Tournament in Clemson, S.C. Classic at Tempe, Ariz. In
the
Atlantic Coast Conference.
Southern Illinois stopped Wisconsin Invitational
at
Duke's victory set up a
Alabama-Birmingham 80-72 Madison, Wisconsin crushed
The ACC plays the stall as meeting tonight in the alland Missouri edged Eastern Long Island University 89-70
well as anybody in the country North Carolina tourney _betif---..- .Kentucky 82-81 in the Show-Me
and St. Louis University
— but North Carolina State ween the Blue Devils and 14th_ Classic in Columbia, Mo.
whipped Robert Morris
didn't play it well enough to ranked North Carolina, a 73-55
beat Duke Friday night.
winner over Wake Forest in
the other opening round game.
The Wolfpack deliberated
too much, it seemed, and the
The Big Four was one of
result for Norm Sloau's sixth- several college basketball
ranked basketball team was a tournaments- • across the
65-63 loss to the nation's No. 1 country Friday night. r
club in the Big Four TourIn the Carrier Classic in
nament in Greensboro, N.C.
Syracuse, N.Y., ninth-ranked
"I thought as long as we had Syracuse defeated Western
the basketball we were not Michigan. 93-71 and Iona
going to lose," said Sloan, who whipped Utah State 73-61 to
ordered his team to hold the advance to tonight's finals.
ball with about six minutes
Rutgers, the nation's 16thleft and the score tied at 63.
ranked team, blasted Rider
But Sloan didn't count oa, 101-51 and Lafayette defeated
Duke getting the ball on a Colgate 74-62 in the opening
turnover with about a minute round of the Jersey Classic at

-Crome On Out To SONIC
This Saturday.and Sunday
and Support-Your
Favorite Sorority!
Saturday is
Alpha Gamma
Delta Day!

11
,

Sports Upcoming
oft
LOU BROOKS

College 68-46.
Georgia
State
edged
Oklahoma City 84-81 and
James Madison defeated-St.
Francis, N.Y., 90-81 in the
James Madison Invitational in
Harrisonburg, Va..
Elsewhere, 11th-ranked
Louisiana-State defeated Oral
Roberts 91-75.

Today
Murray State men vs Kansas; Lawrence, Kan.; 7:35.
•
p.m.fST.
Murray 'State women vs Louisville at Louisville, 6:15
p.m. CST.
Murray State Intercollegiate Rodeo; Exposition Center,
7:30 p.m.; admission — adults, $3; students, $2; children'-'
under 12, $1.

Sunday is Alpha
Omicrom Pi
Day!

Free Hearing Aid Tests To Be Given

Quality Hearing Aids priced for any budget
glii/j

STONE1,44/0 CO

4

MEDICAtSUPPLIES/HEARING AIDS
206S.4th St Mudge, 753-8055 -

•
-•••omi.

/EST.1S7Ei

•

Sunday
Calloway County Athletic pooster Club, December
meeting; 2 p.m., high school cafeteria.
Monday
Murray High girls basketball (0O) .s Fulton Count),,
home, preliminary,6 p.M.
Towle,
Murray State men vs Mississippi College;Sports Arena.
Calloway County ,baxs., rlsJa1.44agsballr.
-•
.
.•

•
...NM.••••••••••••11••1 11011
•
1•IIIMII••

•
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753-9002

.?•641Nprill
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by KEVIN PENICK
Sports Writer
LA CENTER, Ky. — The
Calloway County Lakers,
behind Ricky Gaxland'a 24
points, evened their record at
2-2 last night by shooting down
Ballard's Bombers here 71-64.
For a while it siemed the
Lakers might repeat last
Tuesday's performance when
they dropped a game to
Farmington due to a sloe
start. However, after trailing
by 11 points, 17-6, at the end of
the first quarter, Calloway
turned up the pressure with its
full-court press and finished
the second quarter down by
just four at 36-32.
"In the first quarter, we
never really got into our offense," said Calloway County
coach Clayton Hargrove."We
ran the offense six times and
got three baskets. In the
second quarter we scored 26

I-

points and that got us back in
the ballgarne."
Calloway was also having
defensive problems 43 they
were outrebounded under
their own basket. Not only
were the high-flying Green
Bombers grabbing the missed
shots, they were also consistently penetrating the
Laketperirneter to score.
Hargrove built a fire under
his team at halftime. "I called,
hard on my boys at the half,
probably harder than have
ever called on them before,"
he said. "I was not pleased
with our play in the first half
and then I think that in the
second half we probably
played the best ball we have
played all season."
Things certainly changed
thereafter for the Lakers'as
they picked up the pace. Three
Calloway players scored in
double figures. In addition to

Garland, Craig Rogers socked
in a number of outside shots to
gain 18 points and David
Cohoon had a good first half
where he scored six of his 10
points.
Although both teams got
into foul trouble early and
racked up 26 violations each in
the contest, Hargrove
afford to lose mert'couldbetr Both
teams had only one starter
return from last 'year, but
the depth on the
Calloway
bench that Ballard apparently
did not have.
"I had two people that got
into foul trouble early and
fortunately we were really not
hurt because we have a good
bench," Hargrove said. "It
was definitely what won the
game .for us. They got in foul
troubleThke we did and they
didn't have the people to fall
back on." .
Calloway caught Ballard

went into the game with a
perfect 3-0 record. Coming
Ballard
behind.
from
managed to even the score in
the final minutes of action and
at one point gamed a • slight
lead which Calloway could
never recapture.
The fourth quarter ended'
with the score at 53-all, but
Ballard swooped at Its chance
in the overtime for the victory.
Tim Graham led the Lakers
with 14 points, followed by
Terry Paschall with 12.
Ricky
—
Calloway
Smothemiart, 10; Kenneth
McCuiston, 4; Larry Sanders,
Terry Paschall, 12; Tim
9;
Bomber JVs 62, Lakers 57
Graham,14; Jim Bynum,8.
The Laker JVs and coach
Ballard — Cavanaugh, 22;
Jimmy Nix suffered their first
Lane, 12; Myers, 2; Story, 11;
loss this season with an
8; Thomas, is; Mays,2;
Giles,
overtime loss. The Lakers

halfway through the third
quarter whet the 6-1 Garland
scored from underneath to tie
the score at 43-all. It was
smooth sailing for the Lakers
from that point on as they
established and managed to
hold the lead until the final
buzzer.
-Garland played the whole
game for the first time this
year," said Hargrove. -He
scored 24 limas for us so
maybe he needs to play the
whole game more often. This
was really a good victory," he
added:

bikers 71, Bombers 61
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Terry Paschall
26 59 19 31 31 26 71_
Totals
26 64
20 31
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Bollard. King, 9 Moss, 17, Bowles, 17 Myers, 3, Givings
6 26 26 13- 71
Calloway
17 19 12 /6-64
Bollard

Jazz' Pistol Pete Scores 37,
But Unseld Sparks Bullets

known for his offense — rolled showed a lot of character and
to the basket, took the pass poise, coming back against
from Dandridge and laid it in the hottest team in the NBA."
for the winning basket.
plays
run
"We
automatically at the end of
every quarter," explained
Bickerstaff, when asked why
no timeout was called. "We
decided to run the play
whenever we got the ball
back."
start at center today, scored 15 points
LAWRENCE, Kan. — Murray State
Elsewhere in the NBA, the
against Kansas last year. The Racers
seeks to break a seven-game jinx today
Boston Celtics beat the Seattle
tted 26 turnovers and were
commi
p.m.
7:35
in
a
when it goes against Kansas
SuperSonics 87-80, the Denver
outrebounded 55-40.
contest in Allen Fieldhouse.
Nuggets 'defeated the Detroit
The Racers came close to defeating the
us
previo
seven
Kansas has won all
Pistons 125-120, the Milwaukee
Jayhawks in 1970, dropping 64-62 decision.
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Bucks edged the Indiana
Previous results:
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Pacers 111-107, the New
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By the Associated Press
Not even a smoking Pistol
could stop the red-hot
Washington Bullets.
Pete Maravich fired in 19 of
his 37 points in the fourth
quarter for New Orleans
Friday night, but in the end it
was old reliable Wes Unseld
wiTO Game up with the basket
that gave the Bullets a 117-115
Basketball
National
Association victory over the
Jazz.
Unseld converted a pass
from Bobby Dandridge for a
lay up with five seconds left for
ning points as the
the
their ninth in a
Bu
equal the longest
ri
winning streak in the franchise's history.
The Bullets are now 2-0
under interim coach_ Bernie

.
attempt as a Bollard Memorial player defends
Calloway County's Craig Rogers fakes a shot
2.
2
at
record
their
to a 7144 victory that evened
Rogers scored 18 points to help the takers
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B.F. Goodrich Radial Snow Tires
BR-78-13 — $44.10
ER-78-14 — $47.75
G.R.78-14 — $54.60
H.R.78-14— $58.80
G.R.78-15 —$56.70
H.R.78-15— $59.80
I..R.78-15 — $64.50

Total Price
Total Price
Total Price
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Total Price
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Total Price

Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
Molinted & Balanced Including All Tax
Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
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Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax

Studded Snow Tires Also
National Mud & Snow Tires 4 Ply Polyester
G78-15—$39.60 Total Price Mounted & Balanced Including All tax
1178-15--$42.00 Total Price Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
L78-15 - $46.00 Total Price Mounted & Balanced Including All Tax
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Accessories
4x4& Pickup
4x4 Floor Mats

light Covers
light Guards
Off Road Lights
60,000 to 360,000 C.I'.
Fog Lights
__
_
Vent Shades
rp
eeave
Chrom
e
Tailgat
(Sliding Back Window for Pickups)
Fender Flat-es
F.T. Mags
Rocket Wheels
WGLU Wheel

•

affirunffinti
Winches

Snatchup Strap
Roll Bars
Wheels
Running Boards
Chrome Bumpers
--Bide Pipes
Headers
Intakes
Carburetor
Interstate Batteries

Christmas Gift For Pickups' 4 x 4

We Install Anything We Sell
MRG Jr. Pittman
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Fishing Line

Record Deer limes/
Jahn Wilson
Early indications are that
Kentucky is headed for a
second consecutive record
harvest of deer, with the take
for the first to days of the
November gun hunt running
437 ahead of last year's
opening weekend.
Tbe commonwealth'i
conservation officer in 100 of
the state's 106 open counties
report that they checked 7,626
hunters and tallied 2,597 deer
taken legally. Last year more
hunters (7,932) were checked,
but fewer deer (2,170) were
accounted for.
The officers also encountered 113 deer which had
been taken illegally and made
130 arrests. The illegal kill is
very close to last year's figure
(111) but the number of
arrests is down from the 206
made on the opening weekend
last year.
• Gun hunters who didn't get a
deer .in November will have
another chance Dec. 2 through
Dec. 4. But they should keep in
mind that 24 counties that
were open for the November
hunt will be closed during the
December gun season.
These counties are: Adair,
Bell, Bourbon, Breathitt north
of Buckhorn Creek Road
(remainder of county closed to
all ,deer hunting), Fayette,
Garrard, Greenup, Hardin,
Jefferson, Jessamine, Kenton,
Knox, Laurel, Letcher, Lin-

coln, Madison, MerLer,
Metcalfe, Montgomery,
Morgan, Pike, Rockcastle,
Whitley and Woodford.
In the meantime, archers
may resume hunting deer
Nov. 18 and continue through
Nov. 30. The'third and final
phase of the bow season for
deer opens Dec. 9 and runs
t- hrough Dec. 31.
While bow hunters may take
eitker sex deer, gun hunters
are limited to bucks with at
least one forked antler in all
open counties except Ballard,
Crittenden, Livingston Mid
McCracken Counties, Where
either sex deer may be taken
only on Dec. 2 only with bucks
only for the remainder of the
gun season.
In Edmonston County, Hart
County west of 1-65 and south
of KY 88, and in Barren
County west of 1-65, either sex
deer may be taken during all
gun hunts. Again, bucks only
is the rule in the rest of Hart
and Barren Counties for the
entire gun hunt.

CASA-POUT AT PINEY — Members of the Twin takers Good Sam Club, top photo,
start the "hobo stew" in the big black kettle, belonging to J. D. Rayburn, at the campsite
of John and Joan Bowker at Piney Campground, Land Between the Likes, on Nov. 18.
Pictured, left to right, standing, Beth and Ned Wilson, Dan and Carol Kelly, John
Bowker, Gale Adams, kneeling, loan Bowker, and J. B. Burkeen. In the bottom photo
members gathered around the large kettle just prior to eating the stew at 4 p.m. that
same day. They are, left to right, Carol Kelly, Aiikel Adams, John Bowker, Ginger
Graham, Gail Adams, Sean Kelly, Charlie Adams, Dan Kelly, Norette Hill, Melissa
Adams, Hunter Love, J.B. Burkeen, Bill Hill, Winnie Love, Larue Wallace, Hugh,Wallace,
Fred Butterworth, and kneeling, Joan Bowker. Not pictured in the photos but at the
campout were Jo Burkeen, Kevin Kelley,. Andy, Linda, Greg, and Lori Rogers, Jack and
Betty Wagar, and Mickey Hill. Dan and Carol Kelly.conducted worship services at the
Bowker campsite on Sunday morning, Nov. 19. The club will have its annual Christmas
dinner and party at the North Branch of the Peoples Bank on Saturday, Dec. 9, with
Harold and Ruth Eversmeyer as wagonmasters.

The water temperature is
continuing to fall but the
feeding sprees of the crappie
and Sauger are improving.
Several people that braved
the cloudy damp weather of
last week caught sauger like
they were going out of style.
By fishing minnow's along the
deeper ledges and drop-offs
the sauger were beating the
crappie'to the hooks.
The crappie brought in were
very large in comparison to
the ones caught in the fall. A
school of these fish will
sometimes number into the
hundreds no when you do

locate a feeding school, stay
with them. Just watch the
direction of movement and if
you know the ledge or drop
you shouldn't1 have any
trouble.
I didn't h r of anyone
fishing .for la emouth bass
y are still
but I am sure
around. They should be along
the deep creek banks that feed
into bays and ones that join
the main river channel.

A spoon plug that flutters on
the fall or some type of tail
spinner plug worked in a
jiging fashion should produce
Both lakes are falling slowly
so this should put a good
current in the canal and below
both dams, making sauger
fishing ideal. Remember to
dress warmly even though the
sun is shining sitting still on
the water will be coot
Happy Fishing.

' 1':1.444:Vs•4
iii
.

Both gun and bow hunters
who take deer must visit a
check station or have the deer
checked by a conservation
officer. (A list of these check
stations is attached to each
deer permit). The purpose of
the check stations is to give
biologists a quick and accurate count of the total deer
harvest.

,

1.81. BUCK — Gene Bailey of Murray is shown here with
a four point buck, which weighed 100 pounds field
dressed, taken during an LIR hunt. He shot the animal in
Area 7 of LBL.
Photo By David Bailey

"Monday and Tuesday"

Landlubber Specials
-SUPER DELICIOUS
49
3
Sirloin Steak $
*SOUTHERN

EVERYDAY SEVEN SEAS FEATURE'S

(Ellilb's Menu
Fish Fillet

Cl.

Avg.

Sr
So
So
Fr
So

12.0
6.0
10.0
14.0
16.0

Free

under 6 years

Fish Fillet 6-10 years
Fried Chicken 10 years &

99
under

99

Hushpuppies, French Fries & Slaw

Sated Bar — .50 with meal
We Welcome The Opportunity to Demonstrate our service
and hospitality

PAL Each Day

Seven Seas
Restaurant
AttlIrtrY..

today, with the financing for
habitat in Kentucky and stock
By John Wilson
this deer restoration effort
That, plump, pen raised, pre- these areas with turkeys.
coming from the sale. of
Some of the financing for licenses and permits to
basted fowl which graced our
Thanksgiving tables bears this program will come from Sportsmen.
only a slight family resem- the sale of "turkey tags."
turkey
now,
Right
blance to the wild turkey, one Beginning with the 1979 Spring populations are small and
of the most cautious and season Ispecifit seasons dates scattered. But as stocking
cunning of all game species, will be announced Dec. 11) all efforts increase turkey
And according to wildlife turkey hunters will be numbers, interest in turkey
biologists with the Depart- required to purchase .a turkey hunting will increase, causing
ment of Fish and Wildlife permit,_wit.h the $5.50 fee (for an increase in the revenue
Resources, :there should be both resident and non-resident from permits-which will in
more wild turkeys in Ken- hunters) going toward turkey turn allow more turkey
research and management.
tucky's future.
research and management.
This is a similar technique
Turkeys seem the least
Ope of the main stumbling
tolerant of all game birds to to that used to restore White- blocks in restocking turkeys is
tat-ted dster liiii,entuelty..From
,man's_ activities.. pr
1410/Etsa?
'extenstet•eteratis'•of isolateerr—seifiefadiettelb-of-leea•thafr•,801,10 Numerous experiments have
the
ago,
years
30
just'
chiefly forested areas. A deer
pen-reared
that
shown
wildlife project now underway commonwealth's deer herd turkeys, like most other
is seeking to identify suitable :numbers in excess of 120,000 wildlife _sne_cie,s raised in
captivity, have almost no
chance of surviving when
released.
The same wariness which
makes the wild turkey such a
challenge to hunt also makes
him extremely difficult to trap
for transplanting, so the
availability of wild birds is one
of the persistent Problems
facing biologists. '
Biologists are now trapping
turkeys from Fort Knox and
from Land Between the
Lakes, but most are coming
753-5142
900 Sycamore
from Mississippi, where
biologists, wanting to introduce some larger deer into
their herds, will swap three
wild turkeys for one big
Kentucky buck. The deer are
live trapped from the Ballard
County Wildlife Management
Area, which has a surplus of
deer.
A big factor in how well
these turkeys do is the attitudes of the people in the
Outboard & Stern Drive Service
areas where they are
759-1872
released. Although it will
probably be many years
We Sell
before we'll have fall turkey
for
time
in
hunting
Thanksgiving, the near future
should see more and more
opportunity for Kentucky
tiwi ets to hunt thew ftne
game birds successfully.

BUCKS BODY SHOP

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specialking in servicing tires t4W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
753-6779
In The Jackson Purchase
410N 4th

motnimmsonsiounsitttttttttttt mow iiiiiii

ow mann iiiii

Thornton
Body
Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Service

753-7404

iiiiiii

Shipwash

Boat '144 Motor

hot water
, He immediately fixed all leaky
Washed
faucets. Took only short showers.
were
clothes and dishes only when machiries
Water
fully loaded. Insulated exterior of electric
when
_Ileater and piping. Used .cool_.wAter
bill.
:possible. He's saying money on his electric
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Sportsmen
Check the values in
ourSportingGoodsDept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses
s'
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Hwy.641 South

753-9131

, Your U-Haul Headquarters
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From D4iry Section To Paper
Products, Prices, Are Higher

4
orroommononsmo.onon
enionomonmoominionmonto

2. NOTICE

IDecut-A614By Abigail Van Buren

changed In the 13th city. The
fere bp
acp0 T Oben N V Inoue Srno
average increase was 2.5
average
the
percent;
decrease,2 percent.
From the dairy section to
--On an overall basis, the
the shelves containing paper
marketbasket bill at the
products, consumers found
checklist store went up twohigher prices at the supertenths of a percent last month.
market last month, according
DEAR ABBY: I am not a mixed-up teenager. I am a
That compared to a 1.7 per- 22-year-old woman who has seen a lot of life.
Press
Associated
an
to
cent boost in October.
marketbasket survey which
-3 When I was 15 I got involved with a married man and
-Comparing prices today ended up with a baby and no husband. This is a small town
shows that the family grocery
with those at the start of the and the word got around fast. After that I had the reputabill has risen more than 8
year, the AP found that the tion of being easy, and 10 minutes after I was with a guy, I
percent since Jan. 1.
bill had in- had a fight on my hands.(Why is it that men think just
rnarketbasket
Among the latest findings:
There was one bright spot
creased at the checklist store because a girl. has made one mistake she has nothing to
- Whether you found good
for shoppers, however. The
in every city, rising an lose?)
November boost - two-tenths or bad news at the grocery
When I try to explain that I've turned over a new leaf
average of 8.4 percent.
of a percent - was the depended, to some degree at
they think I'm putting on an act. How is a girl who has learnIncreases
-November's
smallest monthly increase least, on where you live. The
ed her lesson and changed her ways supposed to act?
marketbasket bill increased came on staple items. The
this year.
NEW LEAF
DEAR LEAF:She le supposed to act like a lady and,after
The AP drew up a random at the checklist store in six price of orange juice went up
she's acted that way consistently, she will have convinced
'list of 15 commonly purchased cities during November and at the checklist store in eight
one and all that she has changed.
food and nonfood iteins, decreased in six. It was un- cities; eggs were up in 10
If she lose* the man, she's lucky because shell know be
cities; paper,towels and butter
wasn't looking for a respectable girl. And, by the way, it's
in seven cities. Increases
Crossword Puzzler
generally reflect price boosts easier to live down • past if you change pastures.
Puzzle
to
Answer
Friday's
hY ffianufacturers.
2 Priority
ACROSS
DEAR ABBY: I've been going with a married man for
-There was no clear trend
3 Artificial lanI Agile
nearly five years. I love him.and he is like a father to my son
guage
5 Nicholas
in meat prices last month.
whose father is dead.
4 Bark
eg
Chopped chuck was up at the
He says he loves me, can't live without me, but he's
5 Weary
I Evil
checklist store in four cities
trapped
in an unhappy ,inarriage (three children) and
Thorough6
canoe
Malay
12
and down in four: pork chops dpesn't have the courage to lea,* his wife.
fare
13 Willow
were up in four cities and
I've Cried several times to give him up, but he always
7 Digraph
Greei letter
talks me out of it.
down in six.
8 Uncooked
15 Old pronoun
His wife knows about me and has told him she doesn't care
9 Wide 16 Young
No attempt was made to
CAJEJLI weight the AP survey results what he does as long as he stays married to her.
10 Exclamation
salmon
I'm at an age where it seems impossible to meet single
11 Perform
18 Court
according to population
17-Man's nickmen, and I desperately want a man of my own. Can you help
20 Symbol for
density or in terms of what
name
cerium
me?
percent of a family's actual
19 Preposition
22 Dregs
UIJI
TIRED OF CHEATING
item
grocery outlay each
21 Redact
24 Datum
DEAR TIRED: If you want a man of your own, say good58 Tennis
38 Mix
represents. The day of the bye to him. And the sooner the better.
23 Ooze
27 Maroons
stroke
40 Hebrew
25 Unbroken
29 Profound
week on which the check was
Worm
60
measure
Cartels
26
31 Click beetle
made varied"depending on the
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter is a freshman who's away at
61 Note of
43 Declines
27-Iterate
32 Roman offiand college. We send heran allowance to cover smaller items,
brands
Standard
month.
scale
46 Warm
28 Chunk
cial
62 Mans nick- sizes were used when but she sends us all her larger bills and her father pays
48 Chairs
30 Bucket
34 Cha and
name
available. The AP did not try them.
33 Lamb's pen 51 Pronoun
pekoe
She telephones us quite often, but she never writes.
to compare actual prices from
53 Roman gods 64 Lava
name
36 Greek letter L.
Negative
66
However,
she is very prompt about sending us her bills
Limb
56
Err.
35
comonly
city to city. The
37 Flower parts
39 Helmsmen
parisons were made in terms which she sends off in an envelope without one personal
word. It would mean so much if she just wrote, "love" and
41 Printer's
of percentages of increase or signed her name.
„measure .
decrease.
I suppose if I were to tell her how hurt her father and I are
*Morsels
The items on the AP because of her thoughtlessness, she'd
44 Boundary
scribble a little duty
checklist were: chopped note, but if we have to ask her for it we'd rather not have it.
48 Perform
chops,
chuck, center cut pork
47 Is ill
I suppose this seems petty, but when I saw that postscript
Writes
frozen orange juice con- at the bottom of your column saying, "you'll feel better if
Si Abound
centrate, coffee, paper towels, you get it off your chest," I had to write.
42 Regretted
There! I wrote, and got it off my chest. Believe it or not, I
butter, Grade-A medium
14 Symbol for
white eggs, creamy peanut feel better. Thanks, Abby.
ruthentum
OFF MY CHEST IN DENVER .
butter, laundry detergent,
5). Edible seed
-,
ibi44,1-The lisialhirilt
C__Cils-4114.k
fg Post
beinewtrarned'for Awoken) tan be coast
rakfur-terTs77=auti--1P&I-MingshiP -Oat
granulated sugar. The cities pared 1411th the healing of a broken arm.
Merely saying that everything is all right and never
419 Abstbr bed
checked were: Albuquerque,
Marring ta the matter again won't help. It's like ignoring•
LI Burden
Atlanta,
,Boston,
Ga.,
N.M.,
broken arm,favoring it, and expecting it to heal miraculousSum up
Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Lot ly. It won't. It has to be straightened out and carefully reset.
88 Majority
Angeles, Miami, New York, This is understandably painful, but it's necessary because a
. $e Foreman
Philadelphia, Providence, break which hasn't mended properly will never be able. to
SOWN
ewer ""' --^'
Teat, by
1 Secret agent
Salt Lake City and Seattle.
stand much pressure.
MANES
checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13
cities on March 1. 1973 and has
rechecked on or about the
start of each succeeding
month. One item, chocolate
chip cookies, was dropped
from the list at the end of
November 1977 because the
manufacturer
discontinued
the package size used in the
survey.

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer

GOO LOVES AND WANTS to
44 u. Call Bible Facts.'
hietsi..
759

Small Town With
Minds to Match

Humane
SEM/

759-4141

clinic on usage and application of Marlite
Products, Man Made
Brick.

GOD IS LOVE: If you would
like to know anything about
the Bible, cal 759-4600. 24
hour phone; not 4 tape. Bible
Facts
I STIffL HAVE a
- few dates
open for December wed
dings.
Make
your
arrangements early. Finest
in wedding photography.
Carter's Studio. 753.8298.

SOCIAL
CONCERNS
COMMITTEE

1-5

Ail 1111111
All• UNE

Film Essays Is
si
x-aCMR1 4.011.11
IMP
ARE
YOU DOING,
NANCY'?
WHAbi _

AT'5 THE SECOND
ANK ING
WELL ,
HIS
YOU

''T
I

-

_
S-05 MUCH

DON'T .WANT

MY
TEARS TO GO TO
-WASTE
'

-C./ERE
BAD

I SPARKED UP
TNE HOT 206S

Age

wiTH A WINE
SAUCE

I WISH 5445 wOuLDN'TDA-7-E HIM

SAY, To-IAT BIG LUMMOX
IS'
STARTING TO GROW
ON ME

-

...BUT I CAN'T'
TA 14Q AN','
CHANCE9...
HE S TOO *LICH
WANTRP HIM
AIL
...

Published Here
Helen H. Roulston,assistant
professor, of .tnglish at
Murray State University, will
serve_ as editor-in-chief of
- journal
Montage,- --a-devoted to essays on film.
She iaid essays are being
solicited from interested
members of the community.
Mrs. Roulston, a member of
the faculty since 1964, is the
director of the International
Film Festival,a series of eight
films offered as a free community service during 1978-79.
Assisting her with Montage
are two associate editors, De.
Robert Roulston and Dr.
both
Steiger,
Richard
members of the English
faculty at Murray State. They
hope to have a wide variety of
for
submitted
essays
publication in the journal.
Essays may' be on films old
or new, silent or sound,
foreign or American, classic
or popular. Contributors may
write on all types of films,
adaptations from other media,
or cinematic trends or they
may focus their essays on
technical aspects - acting,
directing, editing, scriptwriting, cinematography,
music,and sound.
The editors pointed out that
essayists may wish to take one
or more of several approaches
such as artistic, symbolic,
religious, cultural, historical,
sociological, political, and
philosophical.
Opportunities are also
available for persons. WSW
would like to work with the
journal in such areas as
manuscript selectien, layout,
typing, proofreading and
publicity. They may visit or
call Mrs: Roulstien or Steiger
in Suite 7C di'frItculty Hall
(telephone)502 782-2315.
Typed manuscripts with a
self-addressed
stamped,
envelope if they are to be
returned) should be mailed oriel..
delivered to: Helen H.
Roulston, Editor-in-Chief of
Montage; Department of
English, Suite /C - Faculty
Hall, Murray State University, Murray,Ky:,42071,

rsar
TO: Keith and Rhonda Wallace From:
Daddy,
Mamma,
Freddie and Beckey.

INVESTMENT
GUARANTEE
WK
E;11 PER60AN
$3
TIPART-TIME
Our latest program in automatic merchandising
features the new pop-top
hot foods All are nationally -known brands such as
Heinz, Campbell's Hormel.
Chef BoyAr-Dee. etc All
FOR THAT Vacation. of a life
accounts ,are secured by
time, reservations now being
accepted for a 9 day 2 Island
us in office buildings.
vacation to Hawaii, direct
schools industrial plants
from Chicago-,March 9th
and hospitals in your area
1979. Special incentive for
. We need reliable people in
by
made
reservations
your area to service these
December 9th. Final cut off
accounts We provide gadate Jan. 24, 1979. For fur,,1,•
-erMRI-TBESMorts •rther information, call Hoytsywa.....mosunifinripvrewr.
Or opal Robects,753.3924,
tee, company- financing.
wholesale oulets one
year-factory warranty _ssarts_.suld service. Yo•t,
provide 8-10 hours your
choice weekly serviceable
automobile. be ready to
start in 30 days minimum
investment $3000 Cali
p , yPhones Staffed
Toll-Free,
4 H reea

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Christmas
US.tree exc
Sport & Mar
753.7400.
72. MUS1CA
BALDWIN
organs, us
Piano Co.,
Office, Par'
SPINET-CO
for sale.
sible party
Spinet pia
Can be see
Credit Man
207, Carlyle
23. EXTER

24.MISCEL
A LITTLE
weight. dow
have tried e
have not t
modification
proach! For
759-4536
CAR BATTE
guaranted,
guaranted,
and 60 mo
$34.99. Wal
Paris, Tn.

help you buy, sell
or trade a home anyplace
in the USA and Canada
KOPPERUD
REALTY
753-1222

We are now writing insurgence
on inotnly homes, wit6 3 tel
ferent companies. For twist
rotes contest Wilson In.
summit end Reel Estate, 307
N. 12th 753 3163.

8' POOL
equipment, h
and is in
condition. St
PRE.OWNE
diamonds an
jewelry. • R
North Court S
Paris, TN.

S.

HORNBIICHLE BARBER SHOP
209 Walnut Ntrect
NEW OFFICE

souRs

•

IN

CloSed All Da} Wed,

Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon

Saturday 7:30til-5:011

You don't
to enter a
selling'in
Your co

PRICE StUell S1.25

P01(1010 C11131.30

MOW C MIS P00111 753 41111

6---- e
.
11 111111
41111 .
.

-11

BURGER QUEEN

Sales ex
and mini
helpful.
and appli
pany-paid
your territ
_No inve
you get a

Wants You. if you want to grow. we have
the room you need in management. Stop
in and talk tons, WI' want to talk to you.

BURGER QUEEN
of MURRAY

Swimming
Pools
Ky. Peels

442-9747

20. SPORTS
BATAVU

We con

YOUR NEED is our concern.
NEEDLINE. 753,6333.
3. CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY OF Lucille
Heath would like to thank
Bro. John Dale, Dr Hobson,
Dr. Vire, all the staff of the
Westview Nursing Home, the
many friends and family, for
the flowers, food, and
messages of condolences
during our time of need.
Mike Heath and Family.

*11 display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All
reader
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the
day
before
blication.

Western

cash price
6521

Kelley

News,

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

17, VACUU
ELECTRO
Service in
4.43-6469. In
Montgomer
SEWIN
FOR SALE

Kopperud Realty
Goes National

1 -800-325-6400
Operator 60

Society and
753-1918.
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
Classified Display.
CirClassified,
culation and the
Business Office may
be reachedon 753-,
-1917
191.0

percent on
quart sau
boilers, II,
qt. dutch
pot, 7,9, an
Wallin Har
16. HOME
FOR SALE
leg table, n
15' x 15'.
Can be see
609 Svcamo

APPLICATIONS
TAKING
For manager of Murray.
Co-Op.
Co.
Calloway
Deadline Dec. 12. Pick up
applications at Co-Op.
WANTED:
WAITRESS
apply within. majestic Steak
House.
WANTD: PART-TIME cook.
5 am to 9 am. Apply at
Southside Restaurant
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
MATURE LADY wishes to
ifr
1.
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
BRUN:
FRANCHISED
SW I CK and Gandy Pool
Table Dealers. Pinball
machines, bumper pool, 3m.
1 tables, card tables, foosball
tables, billiard supplies, one
and two piece cues. Service
Dept. financing available.
Delivery and installation
available Rack n'Cue,601 E
14th, St., Owensboro, Ky.
42301. Coll collect 502 924.4248.
TIRED OF the -every day
lob? Open your own business
one that is ready to operate,
Hazel Lumber Co, complete
with all stock and equipment,
and the buildings. DONALD
R TUCKER REALTOR, 7534342.
12. INSURANCE

(N1511401

1St
freddin

New Journal On

u.)000STOCK IS NOT
°STREET SMART"

copper

753-0632

Murray
Home & Auto

Happy

Alill
WI

Indian Su
Blue Heat
$39.99. Wa
Paris, TN.
R
SALE

Jim Fain
Motors

Until Christmas

or.
Adv•rtis•rs
risqu•stod to chock this
first insiortion of ads to,
This
corr•ction
bib
will
n•wspopoir
responsible for only on*
incorrect insertion ANY
SE
SHOULD
ERROR
IMREPORTED
MEDIATELY SO, PLEASE
AD
YOUR
CHECK
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

pressions
set, Wild

Clean up and luba per- 1
son. Apply in person at

-.Sundays

Check
Your
Ad

SALE

NEED MATURE person tO
Sit rt hours, daily, _jn my
home. Call 753-6157 after 6
Pm.
SECOND SHIFT supervisor.
Hours 4 pm to 1 am.
experience
Surap,rvisory
Pension necessary.
other
hospitalization.
benefits. Mail resume, and
salary requirement to M.
Livingston and Co., PO Box
1039, Paducah, KY 42001.

We Will Be
Open

THE LEDGER
& TIMES

15 ARTI
FOR SA
sewing m
regular
perfeCt.
full cash
Martha H
S
FOR
machine,
tricycle,
8.414 after
HALF P
Aluminu
covered
covered
covered d
colors.- W
Paris, TN
MAY TA
washer,
stove, chr
437-4801.

kESPONISBLE
MATURE
ADULT, needed to baby sit
month old Infant, in our
home. References needed. If
interested, call 753-3230 or
753-8368.
MEDICAL SECRETARY, no
experience necessary. Must
have typing and grammer
skills. Send typed resume to
Box 32 P. Murray, KY 42071.

Murray

foster
753-5342
Pitts*
. . 489-2414
Alert
Paterils'Anormoss. 159-1192.
159-4115 ei 753-9261

35 mm,
after 4
WANT T
rnoble ho
1362.

DEPENDABLE LADY to
/nee in and care for lady
invalid. Time oft, salary,
room and board. 759 1661
FOUND IN New Concord
area, small Beagle. Call 7535322 after 4.00 pm.
HELP -NEEDED for yard
work. Part-time year round.
753-7160

Lumber Co.
104 Maple
753-3)6)

151-NEED
181811811.
UNA TO Iss .. 753-2200
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SLIME

('o('oneoe by Murray Lumber Co. 'Thursday elfr
ternoon bet w een 1:00
and 5:00-for a FREF.

Hospital
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II
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MIMI BAILEY
*NAT'S
n-1153

113-$211$

753-1441
153-101
753-6952
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14. WAR

6, HELP WANTED
COMPUTER -PROGRAMER
operator. RPG-II useful but
necessary.
not
Hospitalization.- pension,
other,. binetes, good opportunity for advancement,
send resume with salary
to
'requirements
---PAL-ivineeten 41. Co. Jew,
42001.
Box 1039, Paducah,-KY

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPNIC
STUDIO
•Weddznsit__
*Portraits

If You
Need Them:
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S. LOST & FOuNQ
LOST. PART SETTER, red,
3 montn aid rt1010. loaf around
Midway area. Child's pet
Witt offer reward for his
return. Call 753-79)3

2. NOTICE.
FOR WATKINS Products.
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th ,phone /53 3128.

\

-

hundreds(
repeat,
ye,
on the may
for over a
Feel (lei
building yi
own area,
while doini
Act now,
open in y(
perience a
tention.
Write:
Jim Pruitt
Sales Pers
I,ubricatip
3851 Atrpol
.F.irt Wort)

"

Paducah, Ky,

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
For Employment in Murray, Ky.

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping

Porroal electronic training preferred, however on
the job cablevision experience will be considered.
Good salary, plus excellent fringe benefits which inlude group hospital, life and dental
insurance,.
• liberal vaCation and paid holidays

In A Sppi laity. At

Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

Melt tuft inneloyment and educational reseals to P. 0, 11.1E33 N,
Murroy

Ky 47071
:
At

mem.upi:

. 4;44imir,...r,

•

'-"1.14410111.4".

-

Ale-•

r

-

di

& TIMES,Saturday, December-a,
.
PAGY 9 THE WRRAY;Xy.,MOM

("s""cit"THE CLASSIFIEDS- FOR MORE MORTAR REVS

13
ETTER, red,
,10411 around
Child's pet
ard for his
913

14. WANT TO BUY
OGRAMER
I useful but
Ssary.
pension,
good op
vancement,
ith salary
to
Co., Inc.,
h, KY 42001
LADY to
e for lady
ft. salary,
59 1661
w Concord
le. Call 753for yard
ear round

ONISBLE
o baby sit
1, in our
needed. If
53-3230 or

ielt

24. MISCELLANEOUS

32. APTS. FOR RENT

MAT

2t
SEMI FURNISHED
35 mm,.SLR. Call '753-3609 FOR SALE: 2, 36" louvered APARTMENT;
near
doors. New, call 436 2289
after 4 pm. •
University. Phone 753 7618
5
pm,
after
WANT TO BUY good used 'SALE SKILL ROUTER, /
1
2
moble homes Cali .502-527- hp. Model 548, $29.99. Wallin TWO
BEDROOM
1362.
Hardware in Paris, TN.
TOWNHOUSE apartment for
carpet,
rent,
all
SALE. _ .-CH-A144 • frAW, McCulloch 300, 18 inch cut, refriagerator, dishwasher,
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
range, disposer, washer and
FOR SALE: Used Singer excellent condition,S100 firm. dryer hook-up, central heat
sewing machines, zig-zag, all Call 436-2243.
and air. 753-7550.
regular attahments, sews SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
APARTMENT
perfect, fully guaranteed; 538, 1.5 hp, 714 inch blade, UPSTAIRS
1
4 for rent, simi-furnished, girls
full cash price, $39.50. Call $29.99, model 574, 13,4 hp, 7/
only,
2
blocks
from campus.
inch blade, $34.99, model 559
Martha Hopper, 354-6521.
Call 753-8355 between 8:30
FOR
SALE: 1 sewing bail bearing, 2 hp, 71,4 inch am and 5 pm.
machine, 1 rocking horse, 1 blade, $49.99. Wallin Her..
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
tricycle, all like new, call 753- dware, Paris, TN.
3 X 6 BRUNSWICK air FOUR BEDROOM, Lynn
8414 after 5 pm.
month. Call
HALF PRICE SALE, Club hockey- table, like new. $125. Grove. $175 per
901-642-8.682 or 642-9236.
Aluminum, 1, 1 1,2, 2, and 3 qt. Call 753 2280.
covered saucepans, 10 inch 26. TV-RADIO
covered skillet, viz qt. DON'T BE MISLEAD. We
FOR RENT
covered dutch oven, choice of will meet the price of any
5 bedroom,- furnished
colors.. Wallin Hardware in Zenith dealer of this area.
Paris, TN.
Our service makes a dif,
house, close to campus
10241 Unit•O Feature Syndicate
MAYTAG AUTOMATIC ference. Your Zenith dealer
girls. Pb.
for
college
washer, like new. Wood for Murray and Calloway
753-5865 dogs 753.5108 after
stove, Christmas lights. Call County. Tucker T.V. Sales,
7 p.m.
1914
Coldwater
Road,
437-4801.
Murray, KY.
FOR SALE: Used black & THREE ROOM furnished ALL
ex
CORELLE
SALE
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc white and color tv's. $15 and apartment in Hardin. No pets
set, Wild Flower, Meadow, 00. Paul Winslow, Olumpic or children. Call 437-4462.
Indian Summer, April, or Plaza, Murray.
36. RENT OR LEASE
Blue Heather. Your choice WANT A NEW COLOR TV
FOR RENT COMMERCIAL 43. REAL ESTATE
$39.99 Wallin Hardware in but short on cash! Take 'up space - court square, on ANY OFFER will be conParis, TN. •
payment on this beautiful 25" southside of court square. sidered on this 2 bedroom,
REVERE
ware, console, under warranty. Now occupied by Children's white frame house. Located
SALE
bottom, save 40 Clayton's formerly J & B Corner.
copper
available in town on nice street. Call
Space
percent on 1, 1 1 2, 2, and 3 Music. Call 753-7575.
January 1, 1979. For details, 753-9924 after 3:30 pm
quart Sauce pans. Double 27. MOB. HOME SALES
Overby,
Don
contact,
IT'S A LITTLE BIT 9f
boilers, 11
/
2 and 2 quart, 41/2 1972, 2 BEDROOM, gas, Murray; 753-1292.
country. .5 acres fenced for
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stock completely
furnished,
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets. harvest gold appliances, new
horses...barn...3
bedroom
brick with well equipped
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN
carpet, drapes, large bath,
Mini
kitchen
built-in range,
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
under pinning. $.4700. Call
refrigerator
and dishWarehouse
FOR SALE: Old dresser gate 753-4074 or 753-1877.
washer .Decorated
to
a
Storage Space
leg table, new kitchen carpet 3 BR, 1 1/2 BATH, furnished,
"T"...When would you like to
15' X 15. All priced to sell. central heat and air, sharp.
see it? LORETTA JOBS
For
Rent
Can be seen on weekends at Call 753-1725 or 759.4926.
REALTORS,753-1492
753-4758
609 Sycamore
FOR SALE: 1975 Lawrence,
2 bedroom, 12 X 60, furnished, Call 753-2316 after 4 STORAGE , Bicycle, mowers,
Used Furniture
pm.
tillers, - mopeds, small
1969 MARIOTT, 12 X 52 molorcycle, $3.00 month.
Used Appliances
mobile home, 2 bedroom, Large mowers, rrititoreyc les,
Used T.V.'s
furnished, central air, and $5.00 month. Boats, campers,
under pinned. David Boyd. 520.-up. 10 X 22 Sheds, 10
Hodge & Son, Inc.
cents sq ft.-up. 753.7400.
753-8780
BOYD-MAJOR
So.
5th
205
1972 5TH AVENUE,12 X60,2 37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
REAL ESTATE
bedroom, central air, under BLACK ANGUS bull, 14
pinned and strapped, fur- months old, 800-850 pounds.
7518080
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
nished with -house furniture. Scerica hay. 759-1850 after 5
::Professional Services
ELECTROLUX Sales and Extra nice. David Boyd, 753- pm.,
With The Friendly Touch"
Service in Paducah call 1- 8780.
TIMOTHY HAY, square
443-6469. In Murray call Tony THREE BEDROOM, mobile bales. Call 382.2382. LynnMontgomery 753-6760,
home, all electric, furnished ville, KY.
NEWLY LISTED .
with a built on porch, 2 out
IL SEWING MACHINES
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
Ml South - '4 lots
and
garage.
Set
up
buildings
FOR SALE, Necchi zig-zag
on 1 acre land on Penn

1711

43. REAL ESTATE

person to
v. _in my
57 after 6
upervisor
1 am.
per ience
ens ion other
ume, and
to M.
PO Box
42001.

49. USED CARS

COMPLETELY
REMODELED: 2 bedroom
home, now being offered for
sale for less than $20,000. 6
miles north on hwy 641. Call
474.2337 or 474-2323.

1978 T.BtRD, new, fully
loaded, T roof, 4,000 miles.
AlSo a 1978 Broncho 4 wheel
drive, 9,000 miles, new,
excellent condition. Call 753-

53. SERVICES OFFERED

GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
per
installed
your
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates
GLASS WORK. Auto ;paw
storm windows and doors
repaired Complete line of
glass and aluminum stole.
front work. Also small home
inprovement jobs. M 8. 0*
Complete Glass, 816 'Cold.•
water Rd. 753-0180.
HOME REPAIRS: Screen,
regular doors and windows,
floors and roofs. Also small
plumbing and electrical
work. Call 753-2501 after 5

1977 THUNDERBIRD, 21,000
miles, two tone green, AM.
FMtape, air, automatic,
windows, power
power
steering, power brakes, tilt
wheel.- $5900. Call 753-0121.
1
2 miles
Sawa frame withal 3/
VERY RARE 1956 Chevrolat
of city. Neu 3 bedtimes, 11
/
2
Sedan Delivery, rough but
original. Call 753-7365.
bath, excelient kaseisant
1974 WHITE GRAND Prix
beet, good eel, stock hare,
Pontiac, all power. Also a
house is brick and stool. Call
1972 Datsun. Call 4374544.
753 3263.
SO. USED TRUCKS
Wayne Wilson 753-50416
1974 CHEVROLET CUSTOM OM.
Tom Megpdon 753-0974
Deluxe Pick-Up. Extra good. 'NSULATION BLOWN IN by
Power and air. AM-FM, tape Sears, save on these high
Shirley Wilford 753-3043
"eating and cooling bills.
player. $2450. Call 489-2595.
Alex McLelid 753-1575
„all Sears 753 2310 for free
1977 CUSTOMIZED -DODGE
1201 Street
753-3263'
ntimates.
Inc .
Van, carpet throughout with
11-2.
cruise control, bed, ice box, INSULATE AGAINST tht.
AM-FM, 8 track speakers, high cost of fuel bills! Blown
front and back, 30,000 miles. attic insulation and foam-inplace urea forma lehyde,
Call 753 1336 or 767-6695.
Purdom & Thuiman
no
estimates,
1972 CHEVY Pick-up. 55,000 Free
Kentucky:
Insurance & Real Estate
actual miles. Call after 4i30 obligation.Tennessee Insulation, Rt.7,
pm,753-3662.
Southsode Court Square
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
1972
DODGE
PICK-UP (502) 435-4527.
Murray, Kentucky
truck, power, air, topper,
43. REAL ESTATE
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
753-4451
excellent condition. 753-1208,
and gas installation, will do
UNUSUAL BUT true, a two
1964 FORD PICK-UP, $450. plumbing, heating and sewer
bedroom house'at 412 N 5th
Call 753-8056.
cleaning. Call 753-7203.
for only $9950. Good lot and 44. LOTS FOR SALE
I-HOUSE FOR SALE. 5 BR, 1967 FORD PICK-UP. 8 LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,'
good location. Could be two
1,4
ACRE
with
LOrhear
optinder.
Straight
shift,
Kentucky
brick veneer house, 2200 sq.
rent 1 units. Call CO.Bonprompt, efficient service,
durant Realty 753-9954 or 753- Lake. Call Chuck Thurman, ft. excellent location, 704 camper top. In good con- call Ernest White,753-0605.
759-1677,
Chilton
&
dition,
$750.46-5544.
Hance
health
cehter,
Olive,
newr
3460.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Realty.
public • library,
middle FOR SALE: 1973 Ford F-750, Tree Service. Call George
FOR SALE: 5 miles from
school, $412,750. Basement, new grain bed, SbOd shane- Landolt, 753-8170.
1 1 2 baths, central gas heat, Cati 489-2706.
Kentucky Lake. Call weekdays after 6:30 pm Any time di,shwasher,
garbage 1951 GMC PICK-UP, just NEED FIRE- WOOD? Carr
disposal, air conditioned, overhauled, best offer. Call George Landoll at 753-8170.
on Saturday or Sunday. 753NEED FIREWOOD? Order
breakfast nook, fireplace in 753-2346 after 5:30 pm.
7244.
living room, large family
now all oak. $25-rick. Call
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
51.
CAMPERS
John Boyer at 753-8536
room. 52 gallon glass lined
With septic system. Water,
electric hot Water heater, 1979 MODELS ARRIVING, PIANO TUNING and repair.
electric and driveway for
come
out
and
take
a
look.
front
patio,
lot
60
x
150.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
mobile home or house. Near
$1000
Would consider a 3 way White's Camper Sales, 'your
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753Kentucky Lake, 5.42.50 per
Starcraft dealer. 7149 after 6 pm.
412 N.
trade, have a buyer for a 3 local
month with $1,000 down. Call
Complete
line
of
parts
and
BR
house. Shown by ap502-474-2718.
ROOFING,
excellent
now
pointment only. John Pasco, accessories. Non-toxic anreferences.
Call 753-1481'
45. FARMS FOR SALE
tifreeze $3.99 per gal
753-5791 or 753-2649.
am
and
3:30 orn,
between
7
Large living room, three
JUST
REDUCED
Located 4 miles from Murray
47. MOTORCYCLES
ask for Shelley.
$3,600.00!!! We have a 10
bedroom, kitchen and bath.
on 94 East. Call 753-0605.
FOR SALE: 74 Honda CB.
acre farm with a 3 bedroom
Could be 2 apts. lot 84 x 107.
350. 4 cylinder, 5,000 miles, 53. SERVICES OFFERED
home just ready for you. Call
Make an offer.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
like
new. 753-4904.
us today for an appointment.
DONALD
1972 SL-350 HONDA. Has new General home remodeling,
FOR YOUR
R
TUCKER
Also hove buyer for a
REALTOR,753-4342.
tires and battery, good framing, aluminum siding,
530,000 home. Call 753gutters,
and
roofing.
Call
1DRIVEWAY
mechanical condition. Call
46. HOMES FOR SALE
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
9954 or 753-3460.
492-8102.
WHITE ROCK,
BUY DIRECT from builder
BABYS1TTING
IN
My
home
and save. Near completion, 2 49. USED CARS
Call Linda;4/4-2320 from 2-7
RIP-RAP, LIME,
new 3 bedroom brick homes, 1973 AMC HORNET, 2-door,
located in Kirksey,' within 6 cylinder automatic with CARPET CLEANING, at
SAND,
DECORATIVE
walking -.distance of post
power and air. Has 4 new reasonable rates. Prompt
Risley Oration
111Service4.,W41$143at-,
-11114,GA-SEPTIC
-0
-.
--84.-C-1-Sttif
---_-kiEgtoirp-4/74•Oticit
c es:"PM
----- -ROCK NEEDS:- COL WORT Amu/ •
CHIMNEY CLEANING,
417-4: rain
lot, central heat and air, -tre
21713
.1)33SCC114elleCtiftePetel".
354.6t1I1
SIMSBURY •
short di-stance frain
Auctioneer Realtorcaps
installed,
minor
repair.
thermal windows and doors,
A
LITTLE
Dodge Colt. s4.50.
.
Apptaiser
Call or see Roger
PARK
city limits-. Maybe purReferenoes furnished. Call
and well insulated walls and
Call 759-4974.
Ph. ,901 i479-2986 479-3713
ceilings.
Living
room, 1974 AUDI. Gets great gas the Chimney experts. Magic
chased as one tEad or
Hudson, 753-4545
South Fulton Tenn
Dog groominy by appoinortent
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759bedrooms, and hall are
Comonly. Call 759-4140 Monday
mileage, AM-FM radio and 4878.
individually.
753-6773.
or
carpeted.
Kitchen,
tape player, air. $2750. Call
through Friday, 9 till 5.
mercial or building
YOUR SOMEDAY - HOME washroom, and both full
DO YOU
need stumps
753-0087
after
5
pm.
can be yours today with this baths have vinyl floors.
removed from your yard or
sites, would be ideal
SMALL DOZER-Spreading,
1968 BUICK, one owner, land cleared of stumps? We
choice listing in Canterbury Kitchen has plenty of
leveling, back filling. Call.
excellent.
Call
437-4801.
for trailer court. Boyd
four
AKCGERMAN SHEPHERD
Outstanding
cabinets,
eating
counter
Estates.
and
can remove stumps up to 24"
753.7370.
built
in
1972
with
den,
appliances.
CAMARO,
home
Also
good
conbedroom
Estate,
the
ground,
leaving
pups. Solid black and solid
Real
below
Majors
TREE
TR1MING
and,
dition. Call 753-8710.
master bedroom with ad, includes attached garage,
white. Call 502-554-2153,
only sawdust and chips. Call
105 N. 12th.
removal. Free estimates.
ioining
private
dressing patio and large covered front ,J969 DATSUN 510, 4-door for free estimate,Steve Shaw
Paducah.
Carl 436-2294 after 5 pm.
"."
room and walk in closet. You porch. Homes contain 1456 ' sedan, nice car, good con- 753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435EIGHT YEAR OLD,gelding,
WILL DO IRONING in rii;
are sure to reach the goal of and 1560 sq-ft and are priced
dition, new tires. $750. See at 4343.
14 hands tall, very gentle. SMART START - If you're
home. Will pick up and
pleasant, comfortable living to sell. Call after ,5 pm. 489Phillip's 66 station at 5 DOES
YOUR
SEWING
Call 753-0224 after 5:30 pm or starting out or slowing down,
with this lovely French 2387.
points, or call 753-8124 after 5 machine need service. If so. deliver. Call 753-3884.
weekends.
you'll enjoy the convenience
Provincial home. Priced in 3 BEDROOM, living room,
pm.
57. WANTED
call 354-6521. .
and economy of this 2
the 560's. Weal KOPPERUD den, firplace, 2 large baths.
1972 ELCAM-INO 400,- -tuft EXPERIENCED
1-WOULD Eille 4to do baby --.--CAR cottage...located
bedroom
REALTY, 753-1222 are Kitchen with dining area,
power and air, reasonable. .PENTE.R will do carpentry
sitting in my home. Calf 753
shop
downtown
near
FOR SALE
working hard,to provide the laundry, garage, central gas
Call 354-6514.
or roofing. Free estimantes. 59T3.
ping...lots of trees and
Real
Estate
passible
best
heat,
electric
air,
thermoAKC Registeend Siberian shrubs'-- for private ef1972 FORD GALAXY. 53,000 Call 759-1405 or 437-4351.
WANTED, USED Diamond
service for you.
pane and storm windows,
milet, asking $1100, make an FENCE SALES at Sears
Jewelry. Highest trade-in •
Muskie puppies. 435- fect...yes, yours... for under
•
carpeting,
2600
sq.ft.,
patio,
offer. Call437-4801.
allowances given. Rogers
$20,000. First time on the
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
work - shop, quality built
4228.
JOBS
Jewelers,
N_or-th
Court':
market. LORETTA
FOR
SALE:
1969 free estimates for your
ranch style home with extras
REALTORS,'753.1492'
Square, ParisiTN.
Volkswagon Beetle. New needs.
throughout. 553,000. Call 75374e
IN
tires and battery. Call 753TMLI." OUTCOME IS
or c
6017.- __
ari9'
111:Nig
1
FIVE WEEK old Bassett COME., Extra nice duplex
4746.
BRAND NEW BRICK house,
Hound puppies. $50 for male, apartment. Each side has 2
FOR SALE
1968 Chevy-energy efficent heat pump,
DOVill
440.for females. 489,2770.
bedrooms, living room,
John Smith, Realtor
_q!Ar • ALOIL-Clrtt=24143.,' isujae.wajjs.g
•
--rrr -1*---11,11'011.1!)17VTSUN
eart53Acitchens have all bui
p ea tire rtorse
=7-4011=rettNRIkirizi4=TTIThilrefoViim
-Tre'lge, a rr,
"
E
5rtict SOltj*f.:MnliErCTTEll WAN- Sliilafigrir-30015bath
with
tubs
AM!-FM, 5-speed, like new.
and showers.
li
city
you
the
its,
outside
Utility room, -3* bedrooms,
Collie puppies. 1 malt 3
a
Call 753.995T:
We are still here. We may not know much
county. taxes. A
family room and covered
females, had all shots and only pay
1970 FORD, good conditiOn,
way to be practical.
beautiful
porch. RossJolity__ot. extra_.:160o,--E644-753._shts•-,wormed Call 753-3762.
about
hanging signs but we sure can
P
$41.500._
Priced at
income rental room-within 2
1431tift
KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531973 HONDA, automatic,
make
MARBLE. So come on over on
blocks
of
main
University
MOVING SALE, December 1222 for all your Real Estate
51200 or best offer. Call 753campus. Wall to wall carpets
2, Furniture, freezer, sewing needs
6531
or
South
9th
759-1155.
Street. Just stop where you see
by Enix, 82 gal. glass lined,.
machine, lamp, fruit jars,
1974 MERCURY MONTEGO
quick recovery hot water
the
dismantled
sign... That's Us.
trinkets, ladies, mens and
MX, 4-door, excellent, $1600,
heater, garbage desposal,
baby clothes. Robo tiller,
BOYD-MAJORS
'1969 Plymouth, and a 1966
custom
built,
hand
crafted
Waldrop Realty
small garden tractor, 1975
Chevrolet, good condition.
cabinets and counters in
REAL ESTATE
AMC Hornet. Turn West,
Call 436-2263.
kitchen and utility, marble
Bustoess
south of Dexter follow the
753-8080
top vanities, storm windows,
signs. 753-2810.
Since /956
chandeliers, 16' wide conProfession:, Services
35
PASSENGER
1964,
crete driveway. Priced to
753-S646
SPECIAL
With TheEnendly Touch''
CHURCH BUS. Mail in your
sell at $70,000. John 0. Pasco,
'78
COUGAR XR7
bids to Walnut Street Baptist
753-5791 or 753-2649.
Church, Box 161, Benton, KY
looks drives brand new.
BUSINESTHRIVING
42025, by Dec. 6. We reserve TIME
FOR
A
COM"Quality That Will Please"
low miles, loaded with exS. . . includes in- eCtR-s-ALE: 2 bedroom white
the right to refuse any or all MERCIAL. Located at the
tras. comfort supreme, still
on
Si.'.
ith
miles
out
612
753-5719
brick
home,
21(2
bids. Bus can be seen at the corner of 3rd and Main
ventory. Groceries, Neal Road off 121 South.
in warranty. Will sell or
Streets and known as the
Church.
notions
also
gasoline,
Approximately 1110 acre.
Wallis Grocery Building, this
trade on. 56500
43. REAL ESTATE
is an excellent location for
restaurant equipment 5.33,900. Phone 753-5428.
PARKER
tiny retail business. Pri'ced
included. Call Os about FOR. SALE by owner: 3
realistically at only $22,500.
formal
2
bath,
bedroom,
FORD
JOHN C.
Phone us today for more
additional information living and dining area, den
details.
KOPPERUD
utility
with
fire
place,
large
NEUBAUER
on this excellent
REALTY,753-1222.
room, double garage with
Wishing You A Joyous Holiday Season
business opportunity. storage
REALTOR
storage
area,
tr Ns. Poptar-Benton
CARLO,
MONTE
1111S:scan
Boyd Majors Real building and garden spot, 1973
Ladau, AM-FM radio, air,
- 'A Christmas Tree is a very special part of
double lot with 200 ft. fron7534101-753.7531
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
seats, good
tage Call' for appointment. swivel bucket
ir boliddy tradition We have premium;
like new.
tires
condition,
759-1086.
41600. Call 753-8217.
, qqality.trees'available at the best prices
Ford,
.1930' MODEL A
.= in
REALTY
. this area
„(coupe), 327_ engine, chrome
-..
headers, turbol automatic,
tilt wheel, button tuft in,
terior, keystone wheels, new
sQ
radials, all metal, excellent
condition, $7000 or best offer.
WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
CUT TREES
1-354-6206.
Take a look at this 9 room, 2
1972-PLYMOUTH FURY III.
alsam Fir and Scotch Pine
bath brick located near
Good condition. Power and
downtown area, Ideal for
Pinto.
air. $695. 1974
LIVE TREES
professional
office
or
Automatic,5.895.489 2595.
apartments. Zoned business.
White Pine, Scotch Pipe These make a
Let us show you how your
:Proieststonel Services
lovely addition to your yard. when the
money can work for you.
With The Filemity TouchLORETTA
JOBS
holidays are over '
REALTORS,753-1492.

WILSON

NO'T WORRIED ABOUT A DECLINING BIRTH RATE.THERE ARE STILL
THOSE LITTLE TONSILS TO BE
RE.MOVEQ

TAR Y, no
ry. Must
grammer
resume to
KY 42071.

43. REAL ESTATE

FOR SALE BY OWNER . 6.9
acres, 2 bedroom frame
house, 1680 sq.. ft. in house
with sun porch and 4 out
buildings. Located 3 mites
SW of Murray on Old Murray
Paris Road. Call 753-1966
days, or 753-3245 nights.
FOR SALE BY OWNER. 3
BR, 2 bath, large family
room, split level entry.
Carpet throughout, well
with
insulated
Andersen
windows, brick and wood.
Approximately 16 acres, 8
miles north of Murray. Nice
quiet area. Widow leaving
state. Call 753-2810.
1504 HERMITAGE PL. by
owner: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
fully equipped kitchen,
breakfast oorst, extra large
family room
with wood
burning fireplace, formal
dining and utility room,
featuring solid oak floors and
staircase, wall paper in
every room, 2 heat pumps, 2
car garage and Wood shed.
Lot-'155•X250'. Call for an
appointment. 753-0110.

BONDURANT
Reduced

4th
$8,950

10,

CATIONS
MurrayCo-Op.
Pick up
NTED:
tic Steak
ME cook.
Apply at
nt ortl .--1
NTED
ishes to

-•

EC."--Fciff

ITY
BRU y Pool
Pinball
pool, 3.in
,foosball
plies, one
. Service
vailable,
stallation
ue,601 E
ro, Ky.
502-926-

cash price
6521.

59.50. Call 354-

..i

•

12 X 50 MOBILE HOME, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, $3500 firm.
Ca11753.9255.
1972 12 X 60 MOBILE HO,
2 bedroom, gas,.unfurnished,
$4500. Call 759-4939.
28. MOB.HOME RENTS
3 BEDROOM, TRAILER, 5
miles East of Murray on
large lot. Newly redecorated
Call 753-0187.

20. SPORTS EQUIP.
MOPEDS
BATAVUS
; Christmas special, $399.50,
$25, free excessories. Murray
Sport b, Marine, 718 S 4th St.,
753-7400.
22. MUSICAL
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos. Lonardo TWO BEDROOM trailer for
Piano Co., across from Post rent. Shady Oaks Trailer
Court. 489.2533.
Office, Paris, TN.
Piano' TWO 'BEDROOM trailer,
SPINET-CONSOLE
for sale. Wanted: Respon- private lot, water furnished,
sible party to take over reference people only. Call
spinet piano. Easy terms. 753-4726. .
Can be seen locally. Write: 29. HEATING /A COOLING
Credit Manager, P.O. Box FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
207, Carlyle, IL 62231.
$17.00 per rick, all kinds, we
23. EXTERMINATING
cic, not deliver. Call 753.9564.
SALE AUTOMATIC WOOD
heater. Deluxe cabinet, brick
lined, cast. iron doors annd
grates.
Complete
with
blower, $299.99. Wallin
Hardware in Paris, TN.
.

cry day
business
operate,
complete
uipment,
DONALD
TOR, 753

•r

MURDER
NC"

ti

Kelley's Termite
.Control1015
& Pee
24. MISCELLANEOUS
A LITTLE PUDGY
overweight- downright fat, you
have tried everything? You
have not tried behavorial
modification! A new approach! For information call
759-4536
CAR BATTERIES 24 month
Cluaranted, $22.88, 36 month
guaranted, 80 amp, $26.99
and 60 month gauranted,
$34.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
nce
dif
best
In
302

8' POOL
TABLE ' and
equipment, has walnut itinir.11
and is in extremly fine
condition. $120. Call 753-7405.
PRE-OWNED JEWELRY,
diamonds and miscellaneous
jewelry. • Rogers Jewelry,
North Court Square, 145-10tc,
Paris, TN.

_614,02pcv.....eEtcrER_ next_
to Murray State University
campus has building for rent.
Equipped with gas heat and
air conditioning. Call 753-3018
after 5pm.
31. WANT TO RENT
FEMALE MURRAY State
student, looking for off
campus housing. Call 7672677.
22. APTS. FOR RENT
APARTMENT FOR RENT. 1
bedroom, heat and water
furnished. $125 per month.'
753-2964.
1 -BEDROOM -dUctlex, partially furnished 185 per
month, 753-4331.
FOR . RENT: 1 bedroom
apartment at _Southside
Manor apartments, for
elderly persons only, unit is
based on income. Equal
opportunity telki$ing, -751
8221.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
apartment in Lynn Grove,
$100 per month. Call 753-7874.
NICE SMALL Furnished
apartment for rent. 1414 Vine
St.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR INDUSTRIAL
SALES REPRESENTATIVE •
You don't have to be an engineer or technical person
to enter a challenging and highly rewarding career
selling'industrial lubricants to businesses right in
Y'our community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food,
and manufacturing) or a mechanical background
helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products,
and applications in a thoroughly professional, company-paid program. Field training follows, right in
your territory.
_No investment except your full-time effort, and
you get an exclusive, fully-protected territory with
hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You represent a company
on the move; the quality leader in the lubricant field
for over a quarter century.
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start
building your lucrative career today, right in your
own area, and be home nights with your family
while doing it.
Act now, while one of our choice territories is still
open in your area. Send your resume, giving experience and personal data. It'll get our prompt attention.
Write:
Jim Pruitt
Sales Personnel Manager
I.ubrication Engineers,Inc.
3851 AttportFreeway
.F1rt Worth, Texas 76111
.••

-081011ww.
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The Sign May Be

Thornton Tile
at Marble

Four Seasons Nurser

• QUALITY

1

POSITION OPEN
CALLOWAY COUNTYMIDDLE SCHOOL
PRINCIPAL

WANT -.INCOME
PROPERTY - Close
to downtown. 2nd
floor•living rm., kitchen -dining,
2
bedroom & bath, carpeted. 1st floor not
completed - could
make apartment or
sleeping Toms -, only
823,000. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Bring your tool box and your
imagination and take a look
at this .2 bedroom home
located on 1 acre lot with tall
pine treek. Small but
economical with energy
saving heat • Perfect for
young couple. See it today
Call , J.,53 1492. . LOREITA
JOBS REALTORS.

PI ALIttta5
71Z
0
wri
t%

South 12th

at Sycamore

TE L EPHONE 75111851

805 North 19th Street is
the location of this
three bedroom brick with storm doors and
windows and lots of insulation. .Large
rooms!- Already app'roved for V.A. lOan
at
priced
and
429,000.00. • Cboice
location!
,•

Applications are being accepted for
the position of Calloway County Middle
School principal. The Review Committee is
in the process of screening applications and
scheduling interviews. Any qualified person
interested in making application should do
so immediately. Application forms may be
obtained at the Calloway County Board of
Education office building, 2110 College
Farm road, between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

DUE TO THE NEED TO FINALIZE THE
SCHEDULING OF INTERVIEWS, IT IS IMPERATIVE THAT ANY ADDITIONAL APPLICATIONS BE SUBMITTED IMMEDIATELY.

4Lairr

Murray
Datum Inc.

FLOCKED TREES

Balsam Fir and Scotch Pine (White and a
variety of colors) These -flocked trees
ore fire resistant-

604 South 12th Street
Phone 1502) 153-7114
Murray, Kentucky 47071
1468 • SIX
CYLINDER
Camaro, rough condition,
has new tires. Asking $450.
Call 759 1613.
1974 SUPER BEETLE, red.
Call 753-9490 after 5 pm. .

1

JOE TODD
MOTOR SALES

Specieliting in lee meriel Mel
tracks. We have eeeeeel
Crrend Prix to choose from.
587 S. lith St., Murray. tr.
753/814,

We also hove door sprays. a lovely assortment of
handmade centerpieces and Holiday Wreaths
While you are buying youf tree. check our displays
of pottery and plants for gift ,deos

Four Seasons Nursery '
753-9946
OPEN..
MON -SAT

-

80'm.8pro

- SUN / p m -6

Ind

HWY 64) NORTH

' .ALM12; KV

•

5 MILES

A,

FROR MURRAY'tp.
'aialnaih*
%
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Jobless-Rate Up In W. Ky.

OBITUARIES I North Pleasant
Church To Hear
Pastor On Sunday

Services For
Warfield Today

The, North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Dewayne Franklin,
speak
on
-Spiritual
Organization" at the 11 a.m.
worship service. Sunday
School will begin at 10 a.m.
The service will also include
the ordination of two new
elders for a three-year term
beginning Jan. 1 Those to be
ordained are Randy Lowe and
Jimmy Cochran. Those to be.
installed are Bob Crawford
and Edwin Cam for a one-year
term, and J. D Robinson and
Nix Crawford for a two-year
term. The session of the
church is going on the rotation
system
after January.
Regular session night will be
Dec.6.
The cast for the Christmas
program will begin practice at
the church at 5 p.m. Sunday.
At 6 p.m., the pastor will
speak on The Inner Witness."

The funeral for Wilford
Warfield, Hazel, will be held
at 3 p.m. today at the Miller
Funeral Home in Hazel.
Interment will be in the
Murray Cemetery.
Pallbearers will be Richard
Vance, Tommy Vance, Bill
Forrest, Terry Warfield, Jim
Crews and Jeff Farris.
Warfield, 81, died Thursday
night at a nursing home at
Possum Trot.
He is survived by his wife,
Gertrude Warfield, Hazel;
daughter, Mrs. Laverne Peck,
Kuttawa; two sons, James
Warfield, Crossette, Ark., and
Leon Warfield, Kuttawa; two
stepdaughters, Mrs, Willie
Hildreth and Genena Gray,
Eddyville; threez .4.grandchildren and eight greatgcandchildren.

Rev. White Will
Speak Sunday At
Memorial Baptist

Murray Lodge Plans
Work Session_ Soon

The Rev. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, will speak at
the 10;50 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Sunday worship services at
the Memorial Baptist Church.
Starkte - Colson, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services.
The Sanctuary Choir,
directed 'by J. T. Lee with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Sharon Owens as pianist,
will present special music.
Church Teaching will be at
9:40 a.m. and Church Training
will be at 6 p.m.

Murray Lodge 105 F di AM
will hold a regular meeting on
Monday, Dec. 4 at 7:30 p.m. to
work in the second degree, a
spokesman announced today.
Also there will be a potluck
dinner served at the lodge on
Dec. 15 at 6:30 p.m.. Lodge
widows will be honored as
special guests, the spokesman
said. .
He indicated that any widow
who does not receive an invitation should contact a lodge
member. Transportation will
be available and food will be
provided by the membership.
The lodge is located northwest
of Murray on KY 121.

Dr. Walter Mischke
To Speak On
Divinity Of Church

:etUE-GRAY AFFAIR — Nicky Hughes, left, and Mike Housh curators of the Kentucky
Military History Museum, discuss the history of the Triplett-Scott rifle invented by two
Kentuckians for use during the Civil War. This gun and other Civil War artifacts from
the museum will be exhibited at the Blue-Gray Affair to be held Dec. 8-10 at Like
Barkley State Park.

State Police Continue Search•
Alleged Florida Drug Runner
MAYFIELD, Ky.
Ken-.
tucky State Police narcotics
officers continue their search
for an alleged cocaine runner
from Florida and other

Grace Baptist
Plans Regular
Services Sunday

Graves countians in connection with a raid on a
reported cocaine dealership
here.
State police arrested Victoria S. Watts, 30, and Sherry
A. Wilson, 28, at their
residence, Route 1, Hickory
and charged them in connectiOrt. With trafficking in
cocaine. • •
According to published
reports, Ms. Watts was
charged with two counts of •
trafficking in cocaine and
criminal facilitation and Ms.
Wilson was charged with one
count of trafficking in cocaine.
A state police spokesman
said the investigation into the
cocaine, apparently brought
by the runner from Florida:
began in October. State police

- had the region's highest rate
FAANKFOttlf, Ky
Unemployment in the western at 7.7, percent while Lyon
Kentucky area increased from County had the lowest of 2.5
12,406 persons in September to percent.
12,70e le October. The rate of
Kentucky's overdll
inempleyment rose 0.2 per- unemployment rate was 4.7
centage points to 4.8 percent. percent for October and the
The jobless rate stood at 3.2 national rate was 5.4 percent.
percent for the month figures
Unemployment in Kentucky
show.
reached 75,000 persons in
"This increase in unem- October, an increase of 1,500
ployment was caused by from September. The rate of
layoffs in the area," said unemployment rose only 0.1
Robert MacDonald, chief percentage points to 4.7
labor market analyst for the percent of the labor force.
Department for Human
"This increase in unemResources. Graves County ployment was due primarily
to layoffs within manufacturing industries," explained
MacDonald.
Total employment in the
state dropped 3,700'persons in
October, totaling 1,516,200.
Compared to October of last
Dr. Walter E. Mischke will
year, employment is up 8,600
speak on "Zhe Divinity of
Christ" at the 8:45 a.m. and
10:50 a.m. worship service on
Sunday at the First United
„
Methodist Church..
Dr. Eula McCain will sing
"Consider the Lilies." The
Chancel Choir, . under the
direction of Paul Shahan, will
sing "Lovely Child, Holy
Child" at the 10:50 service.
Mrs. R. W. Farrell is the
organist.
The Rev. Robeet E. Farless
Includes:
will have a children's sermon
25 Item
at the 10:50 service,
SaladBar
"Everyone HasA Place." The
Drink
brass choir featuring Shari
Crafton, trumpet, Karen
Potato.
Brandon, trumpet, Doug
Toast
Crafton, trombone, and Mark
BEL-AIR
Young, trombone, will play at
the 10:50 service.
The charge conference will
meet at 7 p.m. Wednesday and
the Finance Committee will
meet at 6:15 p.m. Wednesday.

First Assembly
Will Provide

are looking for four others in
connection with the raid,
according to reports.
Officers also arrested
Danny D. O'Bannon, 29, U.S.
45S, charging him 'with
trafficking in the drug MDA.
Others charged included
Jimmy Ray Harpole, 19,
charged with trafficking in
MDA and possession of
marijuana, Anthony J.
Breidenstein, 24, 905 S. 9th,
Mayfield, and -Kimberly J.
Luther, 18, 207 Skylark, both
charged with trafficking in
marijuana.
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R. E. Rabatin To
Speak On Sunday
About Advent

First Baptist
To Feature
Dr. Whittaker

Mattingly To Speak
On 'Preparation
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With the proper amount of insulation in your attic you'll be
able to save energy ... and
money on fuel bills too!
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All-American Beet

Boy's Gymnastic Classes
*Tumbling

*Pommel! Horse
*Floor Exercises
*Horizontal Bar
sirs
---tgassOgra_

Mur

Bart

December 40

Evenings I
6:00 p.m.
o 7:00 p.m.

Enroll Now!
753-0129
or 753-7370
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Dr. Carstensen
To Speak At
Bible Institute
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The University Church of
Christ will hear Talmadge
Jones speak at the 10:30 a.m.
worship service. Song leader
will be Ernie Bailey.
Leroy Eldridge, Willard
Ails, Bobby Martin and Cliff
Cochran will assist in the
morning service.
J. P. Parker and Hoyt Like
will assist in the 6 p.m. service.

Chopped Steak Sul
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VFW Slates Meet
On December 10

,
,
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Talmadge Jones
Will Speak At
U. Church Of Christ

rift
er s "
c
l '
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Regular Sunday services
are set at Grace Baptist
Church, located at 617 South
Ninth St., Murray, with the
pastor, R.J. Burpoe delivering
the morning and evening
message.
Sunday School begins at 9:45
a.m.. Steve Smotherman is
superintendent.
Morning
worship begins at 10:45 a.m.
Evening worship begins at
The First Presbyterian
5:30 p.m. with special singing.
Church will hear the pastor,
Joyce Underhill and BarDr. Bill Whittaker, pastor,
the Rev. R. E. Rabatin, speak
bara Randolph will present
on the subject of "Advent will speak at the the 10:45 a.m.
11.*Pilniemorehiewilwvicoglat
-757.'-7-4944ndeei...-1
40
6._ :.'t:A.
4....%,./.
prst
-Wellir-?1*-119104-91
t--- _
the First Baptist Church on
at I
te-Ipe-al on'The Topic
worship
service
Sunday.
The First Assembly of God the church.
Sunday.
"Lift High Our Banner."
Martin Mattiitgly, pastor of
.The church school, beginAlso, the Willing Workers
basing his sermon on Psalm will furnish transportation
Special music will be
ning
at
9:30
a.m.,
will
located
Saint
Leo Church,
at
60:1-4 during regular Seventh Monday to hear Nicky Cruz Sunday School class will
presented by the Carpj Choir,
celebrate
Advent
by
creating
401 N. 12th St. in Murray, will
and Poplar Church of Christ speak at Grove Junior High in sponsor a program at Fern
Sing and Tell and Men's Choir,
speak
on
-Advent a giant Congregational Advent under
Paris,
Tenn.
Terrace
Lodge
6:30
p.m.
at
services Sunday.
the direction of Wayne
Calendar.
Each
participating
Preparation." drawing his
Cruz has reached millions Dec. 9.
Halley, minister of music,
Sunday school begins at 8:30
family_
will
make
a
picture
sermon
13;33-37,
Mark
from
a.m. with regular morning through his book, "Run Baby
their
family's with Joan Bowker as organist/
during regular Sund'ay about
worship service set at 10:40 Run" and the movie about his
and Vicki Sorrow as pianist.
celebration
of
Christmas.
morning
services
the
at
life as a street gang leader in
a.m.
Then
each
door
of
the
giant Martha Kirk will sing a solo.
church.
The sermon set for eiiening New York City, "The Cross
James Rogers is deacon of
calendar
will
be
opened,
and
Sunday
the
mass
church
at
the Switchblade "
worship at the church Sunday and
week. Sunday School will
the
intergenerationall
y, the
begins at 8 a.m. while church
is "Triumph in Christ." Adn;ussion is free.
be at 9:30 a.m. and Church
families
will
learn
more
about
classes
school
for
1-12
grades
The bus will leave the
Evening worship begins at 6
Training at 6 p.m.
The Calloway County Past begin at 9:30 a.m. The adultfamily Christmas traditions.
.church at 6 p.m. For more
p.m. .
Each
week
during
Advent,
a
5638,
Veterans
religion
of
class
Foreign
at the church
`information, call 753-3940.
Wars of the United States, will also begins at 9:30 a.m. candle will be lit to mark the
approach of Christmas.
host the First • District Sunday.
milminAmw,
/;•,
X/
,--.....
/ Quarterly Meeting of the Sunday masses are- also Cepturai ago, large rings_of
ere hung, from
e-0
4 Department of Kentucky VFW scheduled 11 a.m. and again at -ean
ceilings ": if churches and',
on
Dec.
10
at
the
Triangle
Inn.
4:30
p.m.
‘
\
Luricheon will be served at 2
Friday, Dec. 8, is Feast of arranged on the mantles of \
p.m.
and
a
short
Immaculate Conception of -.Chrstian homes. Since candles.
business
the
S
...-= meetingwillfollóv.
Mary, a holy day- for the---"Pelilqr" .
e.
Na.
-•%•
-4..--shottlettlireelelitasses-w14H9eVelikiet--41/0,.0,
1
be present, and all members. Thursday at 6-30 p.m.'and on candle each week dramatized
of the local VFW post should Friday at 6:30 a.m. and 6:30 the coming of Christ, the light
of the. world, Mrs. . Zeffie
attend, a spokesman said.
p.m.
Woods will light the Advent
,
candle
...•
this Sunday.
•
....

John Dale To
Deliver Message
At 7th And Poplar

r
people.
The number of employed
and unemployed can increase
simultaneously if the she of
the labor force increases,
MacDonald added.

goohrro0
'Give A losting Gift

Children's Books
Bibles & ReferCPCCS
Inspirational & Poetry
Science Fiction & fantasy
Norman Rockwell Books
Sports & Cookbooks
Classics & Novels
Kentucky Books
special Order I ngra‘e
Citt Wrap free
I ree Cltri.tm.e. Catalog
t
( mint Square. Murray

Term
8 Year
6 Year
4 Year
30 Months
1 or 2 Year
90 Day
Golden Passbook
Regular Passbook

Dr. Roger N. Carstensen,
president of the Institute for
Biblical Renewal, will speak
at the 10:45 a.m, and the 6
p.m. worship services Sunday.
Margaret Porter will be
choir director with Maxine
Clark as organist. Don
McCord will bd worship leader
with „David Daughaday and
Kevin-Wolf as candle lighters.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Scott
will be the greeters, and Faye
Austin is in fruirge of the
nursery.
.
Elmer
Collins. Dave
Eldredge, Betty Gore, Norman Hale and Leon Smith will
serve as deaconS. Elders will
be James Rudy Albritten and
Del Fleming,
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.

-8.00%
7.75%
7.50%
635%
6.50%

Effective
Annual Yield
8.33%
8.06%
7.79%
6.98%
6.72%

5.75%

5.92%

5.25%

5.39%

Rate

YOU K
ME, LI)
20 tv
DAY

Money Market Certificate
Term
6 Months
(182Payci

Guaranteed Rate
1/4% more

Minimum Deposit
$10,000

than U.S. Treasury
Bill Rate
Based on Each Week's Treasury Auction.
This Week's Rate 9.58°.

today!

Interest on all savings are Compounded Daily

CORRECTION
Who'll Pay You 9.33% On Six
Month Savings Certificates?

Classifi
Comics
Crossw
Dear Al
Deaths
Dr. Lar
Farm F
Horosci
Inside I

Early Withdrawal Requires a Substantial Interest Penalty
MU

rray

Fs-De

Murray 1
Downtown
South
Hopkinsville Branch

Peoples Bank money market certificates are non-negotiable time deposits. These tet• tificales have a 6 month maturity (182 days), The minimum deposit amount is S10,000, but
deposits may be made in any amount of S10,000 or more Interest is compounded daily
and paid at maturity. The interest rate is subject to change7a1 maturity. This 9.33% rate is
effective on certificates purchased from now through December 6 •

LOCB1S

Opinior
Sports,

Federal Savings & loan

EOPLES BANK
MURRAY

Minimum
Deposit
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
No Minirraup
Deposit
No Minimum
Deposit

•

KY.

7th a Main
753-7921

•

EQUAL NOOSING

LENDER

Member FDIC •

Clear
141W5 ir
Tuesda

71'5 So 12th St
753-1214
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